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Similar to Recent Disaster
His Biplane at Three This
rest All Directly or IndirecPresidential
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Lingering Twenty-Fou- r
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fort Wayne, Ind., Aug. 14. Exces
sive speed in passing a crossover was
the cause of the wreck of train No. 28,
the Pennsylvania flyer, east bound,
one mile west of here last night..
The announcement was made by
Pennsylvania officials today. The
train was running at an estimated
speed of 50 miles an hour. A revised
list of the dead and injured shows
that two are dead, two missing and 46
injured, none fatally. It Is practically
certain that the two missing mea
Fireman Ira Burger of Fort Wayne,
and - Engineer J. F. Wilson of Fort
Wayne,, are dead The known dead
aref W.- E. Ariok, freight engineer.
Fort Wayne, and Valentine Snyder,
baggageman, Crestline, Ohio.
Wrecking crews are today searching the debris for the bodies of Bur
ger and, Wilson. ...
Most of the Injured are residents of
Chicago or eastern cities.
Seven Sleepers Derailed.
'
All of the seven sleeping cars on
the passenger train were derailed,
but none turned over. With one ex-

.

;

ception they were steel cars.
Most of the injured passengers
were taken from the diner and combination carr Only seventy passengers
were on the train, say railroad officers.

or a Child Injured.
The observation car on the rear of
the train did not turn over, bene! Us
occupants were only jarred and bru'S-eNot a woman or child was Injured..'
'
Aviation Pupils Hurt.
conductor.
Pupils of Glenn Curtiss, L. B. HavGone to Socorro. .
ens and R. B. Russell were on their
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark has gone to Socorro on ed- way( from Boone, Iowa, to Salisbury,
aviation exucational matters. He is expected Md., to begin a four days' were
in the
back the middle of the week. Terri- hibition tomorrow. Both
occurred
when
wreck
car
the
buffet
Miller
is
torial Engineer Charles D.
more
In El Paso and is not expected back and' they were imprisoned for
than an hour. Russell was painfully
for a few days.
hurt but Havens win probably be
Back From Carrizozo.
to resume his journey: eastward
able
field
of
the
O.
Moore, chief
Leroy
in a few days.
division, of the U. S. Land Office has
returned from Carrizozo and AlamogorPROGRESSIVE ON AUTO
do where he attended important hearCAMPAIGN EXPEDITION.
ings in land cases.
L. . Gillett, mineral inspector of the
Jones Starts From Chiland office, has returned from San Walter Clyde
to Capture Nomination
cago
lookbeen
he
has
Juan county where
- Y for Governor.
ing over irrigation enterprises. This
is in line with the new work of the de- (By Special Leased Wrre to New Mexican
111.,
partment to investigate irrigation pro- Aug. 14. Walter
Chicago,
'; '.
;
'jectS.
Clyde Jones, progressive, Republican
Land Entries.
.'
candidate for the gubernatorial nomThe following were the land entries ination, began an automobile speakat the Santa Fe land office Saturday: ing tour of the eastern Illinois cities
Cristobail Trujillo, Wagon today. Mr. Jones was accompanied
Juan
canMound; Augustin Lucero, Aurora; by Charles E. Morriam, recently
Clarence C. Gregory, Nolan; Antonio didate for mayor of Chicago, and by
E. D. Telford.
Sedillo, Tajique; George F. Fincke, State Senator
L.
Edna
Willard;
Hyer,
Moria.rty;
Lesandro
;
Clyde A. Ransom
Villanueva, Rivera; Narclso Gallegos, BOURNE
Casa Grande; Jesus Gallegos, Salt
Wagon
Ursula Trujillom,
Lake;
":
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Civil Service Examinations.
The U. S. civil service commission-er'

NEW ODDITY

(

announce examinations for the position of assistant observer, United
States weather bureau, to be held on
the. 18th of October, 1911, at the
points in and near to New
Mexico: Santa Fe and Roswell, New

'

Mexico;

Denver,

Durango,

--

i.

I.

-

'

Another Way to Have Minority Control Majority in
National Affairs

Grand

Junction and Pueblo, Colo., Amarlilo, BATHER DISCONCERTING FID
El Paso, Houston and San Antonio,
Texas. Information may be .obtained
by addressing, the commission, Washington, To Forestal Initiative and Refer'

-

i

D. C.
endum Being Declared
J
'
Found Road Qood.
'
Unconstitutianal- Wilson Mills, son of the governor,
has returned from Las Vega whither
he went in the governor's E. M. F. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
bill
car. He reports that the roads be- . Washington, D. C, Aug.
tween here and the Medow City are requiring that decisions by the suIn good shape and 'that the trip was preme court of the United States on
a most delightful one, no accidents of question affecting the "constitutionHerbert Gehring ality of Any provision of any federal
any kind marring
well known young man of Las Ve or state law must be unanimous" was
gas, and John W. Roberts the execu Introduced today by Senator Bourne of
tive clerk at the capitol, returned Oregon. It was attacked by Senator
with him.
;,
,.
Heyburn of Idaho as an "oddity" or
Teacher Certificates.
,
"fad" of the day which attempts to
The following Taos count teachers increase the power of minorities. The
have been awarded third grade certifi- passage of this act would probably
cates by the department of education: prevent the United State supreme
J. F. Manchego, Casanda M. Brown, court from declaring unconstitutional
Maria A. Chacon Juanitav.ClouthieT, the initiative and referendum at issue
Romulo Dominguei, Jose Inez Dom-- . in a case from California pending beInguez, Felix Garcia, Marie, Gonzalez, fore the court.
Margaret Gusdorf, David Lucero, Selso
E. Martinez, Thomas P. Martinez,
MAGONI8TA8MAKE RAID
e
ON MORMON COLONY.
Martinez, Tonita D. Martines,
Jacob Mondragon, Richard F. Oakley, Farmers at Colonla Diaz Are Without
Jose U. Ortega, Eliseo 'Ortega, Pablo
Quintana, Cristobal Quintana, J. F, ; Horses to Cultivate Their Ma t
Quintana, Mrs. O. Rodriguez, Refugio
:,v
turfog props.
14.-T-- A

it

o

.

f

Trujillo, Anita Trujillo.

New Company.

'

;.;.

(By Special Leaaed Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 14. A raid by
filed

Articles of incorporation were
today in Territorial Secretary Jaffa's
office by the Gallup Independent Oil
Company with office at Gallup, Mc- Kinley county, and naming Alfred
Buls as statutory agent. The capital stock Is $200,000 con
sisting of 200,000 shares at 11 each.
and. the stockholders are all of Gal- -

d
, Magonlstas and the demands of federal officials in pursuit
has left the Mormon colonists of Colonla Dias, northern Chihuah
without horses to work their crops,ja,according to reports received here .today. ;
The raiders visited the colony late
last week and the federals followed
Each band took, the
yesterday.
" .
horses needed,
self-style-

-

(Continued on Page 1.),

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXHU-- Special Leased TTire to Sew Mexican)
Coatesville, Pa., Aug. 14. Every i X
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
X
Springfield, 111., Aug. 14. Sweeping
X
X person who Is found directly or indi-- j
over towns and villages apparently
Senate.
X
X rectly connected with the lynching; X
with perfect ease, Harry N. Atwood
of the negro Ezekiel Walk-- ;
Met at noon.
X
X last night
bi-for the murder of Policeman Ed- j X
of Boston, in his Burgess-Wrigh- t
er,
reConsidered
bill
Bourne
X
jj
on Saturday night, will be.
quiring Supreme Court of Unit- plane arrived in Springtield at 10:30
X gar Rice
S
arrested and prosecuted to the full X ed states to be unanimous be- - X a. m. today, thus completing the first
X
X
extent of the law.
fore declaring any state law X leg of his
JS
X
trip across the
This was decided today pt a confer- unconstitutional.
X continent from St. Louis to New York
X ence
X
between Sheriff David M.Golder
X and Boston by way of Chicago.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14.
X
X of
Chester county, pistrict Attorney
Indications were that presen- - X
Atwood left the ground at St. Louis
X
X
Robert S. Gathropp Burgess Shall-cros- s
tation of conference report on X at 8:05 a. m. He covered the ninety-X Ocean Grove, N. J., on Wednes- - X
and Chief of Police Umstead ot X farmers' free list bill would be
X
X day or Thursday.
eight miles to Springfield In two hours
Coatesville, and Chief of Police Entre-k- X delayed.
X and 25 minutes, landing four minutes
of West Chester, at which It was X
Conference on campaign pub- - X after his appearance in Capitol Park.
Jones Breaks trio Print.
decided to make a full investigation
X
bill presented but no X His highest altitude on the trip, as re-licity
A.
A.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 14.
Not One Arrest.
corded, was 1,000 feet, but generally
Jones of Las Vegas, '.New Mexico, ' It is said that the authorities have X action taken.
Contingent expenses commit- - X he kept lower, skimming over towns
breaks into print this morning in not the name of one person directly X
the Washington Post in which he de- connected with the burning of the X tee will continues investigation X in easy view of the thousands who
clares that New Mexico will be left negro, although many men are sus X of Senator Stephenson's elec-- , X turned out all along his route.
X
In his effort to establish a new rec-in a deplorable condition if Presi- pected. An investigation independent X tion Tuesday.
Ordered final report and dis- ord breaking distance flight stimulat-dent. Taft vetoes the Flood resolu- of that being prosecuted by the Ches- X
ed by a prize offered by the St. Louis
tion; that territorial bonded indebted- ter county authorities leads to the X solution of National Monetary
X commission on January 8 next. X
ness Is falling: due and there Is no belief that men
Atwood made a sirigu-in
the
prominent
X
Discussed the House cotton
money available to pay either princi-- !
larly picturesue and dashing spectacle
nd who are numbered among X
bill.
X when he rose above St. Louis, swept
pal or interest; that no provision has the best citizens in Coatesville
are X revision
Documents in the Depart- - X across the Mississippi
been made to carry on the education-- ' implicated.
river, and
1
al and 'charitable Institutions, andj The number of persons who claim X ment of Justice relating to the X dwindled into a mere speck as he shot
icker s ham X northward over tne farm lands of
that everything will go to the bow-- j to have been out of town last night or X Wickersham-X charges were asked for.
wows. He studiously refrains to men-- : in bed
nois.
auto
is
the
astonishing
early
X
House.
X
tion the fact, that Territorial Audfr; thorities.
Landing here, Atwood said he would
Met at Noon.
X resume the trip toward Chicago at 3
tor W. G. Sargent has already certiThe sheriff and district attorney X
X
Considered wool tariff revl- - X p. m. He is scheduled
fied to a tax levy, which while much'
to stop at
believe, however, that because of the
X Bloomington, Illinois.
lower than last year's or the year be- large number who participated in the X .sion bill conference report.
Investigating committee con- - X
fore, yet, will meet all expeditures and lynching, they will surely get someone X
in Chicago Before Dark.
leave a surplus; nor does he mention who will tell them enough on which to X tinued hearing in case of Dr. X
Springfield, 111., Aug. 14. Atwood
X Wiley
and adjourned until Xj after resting two hours and a half.
the following provision of laws of base warrants.
X Tuesday when Dr. Wiley will X
1909, Chapter 127, Section 11: "HereBurned to Ashes on Cot
replenishing big supplies, resumed his
after, whenever any subsequent legisXj flight toward Chicago at 1 o'clock thli
Thousansd of persons Journeyed out X testify.
Former Army Captain Ober- lature shall fail to pass an appropria- to the scene of the burning today. X
afternoon. He had planned to remain
tion act. the same aoDroDriations made Nothing is left of Ezekiel Walker, the X lin M. Carter asked the Depai here until 3 o'clock but changed his
X
fiscal
ment of Justice committee to
years, arej victim, but his ashes.; All unburned
for the 61st and 62d
mind.
hereby extended for each and every) portions of the hospital cot that form- X make a fuirinvestigation of his
He passed over Williamsville, III.,
fiscal year thereafter unless other-- j ed part of his pyre had been gathered X treatment in Savannah Harbor
12 miles north of here at 1:18 p. m. at
X scandal.
wise provided by law, and the terri- up by souvenir hunters.
an altitude of 200 feet. He expects
X
Wool bill conference
torial auditor is hereby directed to
to arrive in Chicago before dark.
report
Tried Suicide.
Negro
to
sufficient
cause a levy to be made,
When surrounded yesterday, Walker X submitted and bill passed.
Carrying a Message.
produce the revenue to meet such ap- tried suicide, sending a bullet into his XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 14. Atwood is
propriations in the manner prescrib- head. He fell to the ground and was
carrying a letter on his flight to
ed by law."
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. The O'Garetta McHugh, daughter of Edquickly captured by the' crowd. With
In
Row.
Clark and Underwood
no thought of lynching but with the conference report on the wool tar ward J. McHugh, in charge of the
him tried iff revision bill, carrying, a flat dut? St. Louis district of the treasury de
Special to the New Mexican.
determination of ha
.WasKngnvl)if"C'., Attg. 14 Rep- quickly' for the murder Of Rice, the of 29 per cent on raw wools and cor- partment secret service.
Miss McLangworth, posse laid him across three shot guns responding rates on wool manufac- Hugh, her mother and younger brothresentative Payne,
Hill and other Republicans are making and carried him to an awaiting auto- tures was adopted today by the House er, Lodge, are visiting their grandas strong a battle as possible against mobile which brought him to the 206 to 90. The Senate is expected father in Lynn, Mass.
to agree to it tomorrow thus putting
the Democrats destroying the great Coatesville hospital.
Atwood Passes Over Bloomington.
the measure .up to the President's ex111.. Aug. 14.
sheep and wool interests of the counAtwood
Confessed.
Walker
Bloomington.
try with a bogus, fraudulent and unover Bloomington at 2:15 p. m.,
j
When he reached the hospital, pected veto.
(passed
the
bill.
wool
considered
They defy
Twenty nine Republican' representa- flying sixty miles an hour. He made
Walker confessed his crime to Chief
Democrats to go to the country at the of Police Umstead and District At- tives and one independent Republican the
trip from Springfield in
elections with the record of forcing torney Gathrop.
voted for the bill.
one hour.
of
rule
bill
wool
a
gag
by
through
No Democrat voted against it.
Bloomington is 157 miles from St.
Negro Was Drunk.
the previous question, allowing the
Conferees Exceeded Authority.
Louis end 126 miles from Chicago. It
14. Last
Pa.,
Aug.
Coatesville,
debate
minority only twenty minutes
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. The is now expected that he will arrive
of lynching spread, and
on a question involving hundreds of night, the talk
wool conference report, a complete in Chicago before 5 o'clock.
the
mounted
man
masked
a
finally
millions of dollars. A great row is
Atwood Lands at Pontiac.
of the hospital and shouted: agreement between the two houses of
raging In the ranks of the Democratic steps
will you let a Congress, was submitted to the House
111., Au. 14.
of
Atwood has
"Men
Coatesville,
Pontiac,
time
a
it
House.
For
party of the
do up such a white today by Representative Underwood. landed here.
was just a secret in J caucus but It drunken 'nigger
Republican Leader Mann at once
breaks out openly In all violence. man as Rice?"
made a point of order that the report
Attacked.
Hospital
Underwood
is
Clark
against
Speaker
was instantly transform- could not be considered because the
The
refusing to be only a figurehead to ed intothrong
mob. The attack on conference had exceeded their authori
riotous
a
OIlie
is against
him. Underwood
was
then made. There ty by fixing tariff rates on certain
the
hospital
James, Bryan's chief lieutenant. The were
four manufactures of wool higher than
the
superintendent,
only
Bryanites are against Underwood. Its
In the Institu the same rates were made in either
outcome may decide whom the Demo- nurses, and policeman defense of the the House or Senate bill.
and a
crats will nominate for president to tion at the time
Still lying on
was
Papers in Wickersham Case.
Impossible.
negro
be defeated by Taft.
the cot, he was carried through the Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. All recstreets, and out of the city to the New-lan- d ords and papers In connection with Discusses Questions Relating
the recent charges of Alaskan deleTAFT REFUSES FURTHER
Farm.
to Church in America
EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY.
gate Wickersham against Attorney
Negro Writhed on Bed.
asked
for
s--'
With Secretary "
He had been tied to the bed with General Wickersham were
Raymond, P. May, Kansas City News- ropes and as the crowd tore fence from the department of justice in a
rails and gathered wood and other in- resolution adopted by the House topaperman, Must Serve Six
Months In Penitentiary.
flammables, Walker writhed on his day. The resolution was offered by SITS UP IN HIS ARM CHAIR
cot and tugged at his bonds but could Representative Clayton of Alabama,
chairman of the Judiciary committee.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) not free himself.
Washington, D. C, Aug. J4. PresiThe mob did its work quickly and
Denies Report of Consistory
dent Taft has refused to grant .fur after piling up the rubbish, placed the COLORADO FEDERATION OF J
Meeting to Elevate Quigley
ther executive clemency to Raymond cot' with its shuddering victim on It
- . LABOR IN SESSION,
P. May, former ousmess manager oi over the pile. . A dozen matches, it
to Cardinalate
a Kansas City newspaper, who was oeemed, we're simultaneously applied Favors Recall of
and Wants to
Judges
w
uuuvivteu VI UB1U5
Have Greeley Whitford of Den- to the pyre and in an Instant the ne(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican
fraud In the sale of mining stocks. The gro was enveloped in flames.
ver Impeached.
Rome, Aug. 14. The physicians
commuted
Mays
recently
'
president
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) found Pope Pius today changed only
Dragged Back Into Fire.
nrielnal sentence of one year to six :
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 14.
a little from yesterday "when a slow
The fire burned the ropes that held
months.
The president also has de
Unusual interest centers in the annual but gradual improvement was perdash
a
for
made
him
liberty
he
and
wno
nted clemency to S. H. Snyder,
a fence and was about convention of the Colorado Federation ceptible. His temperature was slightwas convicted with May in the same Walker reached
stalwart hands seis of Labor which' opened a week's ses- ly below that of the night, during
when
climb
to
It
case and was sentenced to one year.
ed him and dragged him back and sion here today. Chief among the which it was 9S.7.
The weather was cooler today and
hurled him to the fire as the frenzied topics to be discussed will be the remob yelled in satisfaction. Shortly call of judiciary, which will probably the patient was more cheerful. .
,
X afterwards the members of the mob be approved and which has special
X GREAT MEETING; OF
The Pontiff sat up again and Dr. i
X EDUCATORS AT SANTA FE. X left the scene.1
state
of
and Dr. Marchiafva suggested
this
in
interest
because
the
'
: i :
v - v
X "'.V.
fact that the federation is now at- tnat ne remain longer in his arm
X , Indian School Teachers Will X
tempting to have Judge Greeley Whit- chair, as they thought this position
WOOLSEY ,
'
X HERMAN C.
Hold Conference Here in
X
ford of Denver impeached because of helped to restore his strength.
LAST
NIGHT.
HERE
DIED
- X
:
November.
X
After seeing Cardinal Merry del Val
alleged unfairness o the labor cause.
r
A conference of teachers in. X
X
C. Woolsey, a health seek- Other laws to be considered will be the papal secretary of state, and
Herman
enX
X the Indian schools in the
Bisleti, Domo of the Vatican,
measure applying to all
Ky.,' and who had an eight-hou- r
from
er
Falrvlew,
X tire Territory will be held at, X Been
In the territory several years, classes of labor and a Jaw to place the Pope asked for Cardinal De La,
X Santa Fe for three days, the X
all detectives under the supervision secretary of the consistorlal congreV first week In November In con- - X died here last year.his death was due of the
city police departments. The gation, with whom he wished to disthat
The
report
of
the X
X nectlon with the meeting
; caused
convention aras called to order at 10 cuss several questions relating to the
by
to
poisoning
ptomaine
X New Mexico Educational As- X
church In America.
cider from galvanized bucket o'clock by E. M. Portner.
X sedation. The permission for X Jrinklng
The reports from the United States
Mf.
MacAUester,
for
today by
Alleged Dynamiter.
Sympathy
X this has been given by the com- that Archbishop James Edward Quigman at whose
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 14.
the
newspaper
Chicago
X
of
and
Indian Affairs
X mlssioner
Mr. Woolsey was staying when Telegrams of sympathy and confidence ley of Chicago has been elevated to
X a vacation of sufficient length X ranch
was
taken seriously ill. Mr. Mac- and pledging the assistance ot the the cardinalate,' are stated to be whbt
he
X granted all teachers. It Is how X
unfounded. The Pope, it is assert
AUester
says he was suffering from federation, were sent to McNamara ly
X assured that the annual meet- - i X.
has never considered holding a
ed,
the
last
reached
had
and
trouble
in
at
to
brothers
Los Angeles and
jail
X lng of the Educational Associa. X lung
for such a purpose.
consistory
disease.
of that
;
the striking miners in Boulder, and
X tion here in November, will be . X stages
35 years of Greely, Colorado, jails.
about
was
Mr.
Woolsey
teach!
'X
X the greatest gathering of
CLOUDLtSS SKY FOR
and the son of Dr. C. B. Woolsey
X ers ever held in the Southwest X age
CHICAGO AVIATION MEET.
has
The
of
physician
Ky.
Falrvlew,
NATIONAL SECRETARY OF
X There will be fully five hun--Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(Bv
death.
his
son's
of
wired
been
'Chicago, 111., Aug. 14. A bright sun
X dred visitors and all the rai-l- X
SOCIALISTS HAS RESIGNED
and cloudless skies promised perfect
X roads except the Santa Fe have X
Afled Man Hurt in Runaway.
X granted a single rate for the X
(By Special Leaaed Wire to Mew Mexican; weather for the first time today toe
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 14. J. Man-Io- the aviation meet. The program callX round trip to this city, while X
Juan Cavallo, aged 71 years, had a
X the Santa Fe has given a one X rib broken and was otherwise seriousBarnes, secretary ot the National ed for speed and starting contests, alrate.
X ly Injured In a runaway at Alamo- Socialists party, has resigned.
,
X and ohe-nft-h
It is titude trials and cross country or cross
said the resignation will be accepted.
water flights.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX gordo: :
Jg

Washington, D. C, Aug. 14.
President Taft's veto message
on the statehood bill will not
be sent to Congress icday.
A decision to this effect was
reached during a special ' cabl- net meeting, which lasted more
than two hours.
The message probably will
remain at the White House till
the president's return from

i
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com-munit-
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POPE PIUS

.

MUCH BETTER

"

s

-

'

WM

Smash-u-

Com-Incorporat-

The territorial supreme court opens
tomorrow and already three of the
associate justices are here, working
on opinions and preparing for the
term of court. They are Judge Ed- ward R. Wright of the sixth district,
with residence at Alamogordo; Judge
M. C. Mechem of the seventh district, whose home is at Socorro and
Judge John R. McFie of the first district with residence at Santa Fe.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of Albuquerque, and Judge Frank W. Parker, of
Las Cruces, were expected this afternoon. Chief justice Pope will arrive
from Roswell tomorrow and Associate Justice Clarence J. Roberts of
Eaton, will also be here tomorrow.
There are at least 35 cases to come
up and some of them are very Important, Including the Lincoln county
court house case which has been the
source of more or less excitement. It
is thought the court will be in session for a fortnight or longer.
Alleged Cattle Thief.
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez
Jose Ram 1 r e z
arrested
has
who Is charged with'cattle stealing.
He has been taken to San Rafael, .Valencia county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $1,067.63
from R. Q. Palmer, treasurer of Union
county, and $2,500 from the road fund
and '$8.75 from the game and fish, war
den.:
,
Colfax County Institute.
The Colfax county institute opened
this morning in the Raton high school
building with President C. M. Light
of the Silver City Normal, present as
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By Special Leased Wire to Ttew Mexican)
Durant, Okla., Aug. 14. Although

little condemnation was offered here
today for the members of the mob who
yesterday burned to ashes the body of
a negro who had assaulted Mrs. L. R.
Campbell, north of this city county of
ficials said today that every effort
would be made to apprehend the leaders of the mob. Mrs. Campbell, who
was shot by the negro after he had attacked her, died this noon.

"

.

'

t

it

I
51

Negroes Ordered to Leave,

The negro was a stranger here and
has not been identified. All negroes
have been warned to leave Durant, and
most of the negroes here left this
morning.
Race War Feared.
Serious race trouble Is feared at
Caddo, 12 miles north of this city,
where there are many negroes and
from which place the burned negro is
said to have come here.
Series of Wild Crimes.
The attack upon Mrs. Campbell, it
was learned today, followed a series
of wild crimes which led to the belief
that the negro was demented.
Early yesterday he attempted to rob
a negro flagman near this city and
when the negro ran, fired three shots
after him. He theu started across

the country southwest, and after attempting to hold up two clerks who
slept in the Barwlck country store,
and being driven away with a shot
gun, entered the Campbell home.
Shouted

Like a Madman.

The posses found the negro 12 miles
southwest of here when a running
fight ensued, the negro shouting like
a madman.
Identified

Negro.

Durant, Okla., Aug. 14 Mrs. Campbell died at noon in the hospital at
Sherman, Texas, where she was sent
after identifying the negro who attacked her.
Another Lynching Feared.
Trouble broke out teween the negroes and white at Caddo, Okla., today
as a result of the lynching of Mrs.
Campbell's assailant. A posse Is reported to be chasing an armed negro
near Diamond, north of here, and another lynching is feared. All negroes
have fled from this city.
AN AIR OF VAGUE
ALARM ON WALL

STREET.

Union Pacific However, Led Substantial Improvement From Which
There Was a Relapse.
(By Special Leased Vrt to rrew Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Aug. 14. Abate-men- t
of the selling In the first hour
was noticed and in many prices were
lifted back to the early high point
The air of vague alarm which has
overtaken the financial district still
hung over howe-e- r, and speculative interests seem to have lost little of their
pessimism. Unlike most recent liaui- dating movements, short covering had
little effect in restoring either prices
or confidence. By noon the market
showed the most substantial Improve
ment under the lead of Union Pacific
against which the pressure seemed to
have relaxed.
Bonds were steady.
Prices held steady at Mid-damuch
of the uplift being credited to a group
of operators who were recently reported to have sold the market extensively.

Business fell to moderate volumes
and the list was evidently in- process
of digesting its recovering, in which it
was not wholly successfuL
Advance in Last Hour.
New York, N. Y., Aug. 14 The mar-ke- t
closed strong. The list made its
best forward strides in the last hour,
when heavy buying particular' . In
Union Pacific, lifted that stock
to
174
or four points fbove Saturday's
close with other material advances
elsewhere. They also induced consid-erabl- e
covering of short contracts.
The advance resisted at tirnea hut
held generally with some shading from
top prices.
5-- 8

HENRY CLAY BEATTIE
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
He Will Be Put on Trial for His Life
at Chesterfield Court House,
"
Virginia.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chestenield Court House, Va., Aug.
14- A true bill charging murder in the
first degree was returned bv th vrunA
jury of the Chesterfield circuit todoy
against Henry Clay Beattie, . Jr., ot
Richmond, Va.
He will be tried for his life as th9
alleged murderer of his young wife,
the vicUm of the Midlothian turnplk
tragedy of July 18 last.

Arrested Thirty-siYears Aftsr
Murder Sheriff Felipe Lucero of Dona
county, has arrested Damaclo Eepalin,
who thirty-siyears ago, murdered
Serbulo Lujan near Las Cruces. Es
paltn had fled to Mexico.
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LIFE IN THE CITY.
Left home in the morning,
Dodged a trolley car.
Got wet by a sprinkling cart
Before I traveled far.
Nearly got run over
By a passing train.
Had to step from underneath
A capsized aeroplane.
Motor car came whooping
As it turned a curve;
Managed to get past it,
But it surely took my nerve.
I love my work sincerely,

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

"The Best

I

DIRECTOR SMITH MAKES
ADDRESS AT HOUGHTON.
of Mineral
Lands and Endorses Change in
Present Law.
h

and economical

TRY IT

1911.

14,

THROUGH

develop-

ment of resources for which there is
Before taking Lydia E.Pinkham's
(present demand, with rdjtention of
such control as may prevent unneces- Vegetable Compound.
Washington Star.
sary waste or excessive charge to the
"I cannot express
Natick, Mass.
consumer, and second, the reserva
tion to the people of the title to all what I went through during the change
oi nte oetore i tried
AROUND THE STATE
resources the utilization of which is
Lydia E. Pinkham's
conjectural or at least the need of
vegetable Comwhich is not immediate.
The means
pound. I was in such
Veteran Drops Dead.
a nervous condition
that are essential to the attainment
I could not keep
Liberty Rainbolt, a 73 year old vet of these objects are, first, the classifi-- .
still.
eran of the Confederate Army, drop- cation of the public lands; second,
My limbs
were cold, I had
the separation of surface and mineral
ped dead at Roswell.
creepy sensations.
rights; and third, the disposition of
land I could not sleep
the lands on terms that will insure the
Whistler Ranch House Burned.
nights. I was finally
The old Whistler ranch house on the highest use, enforce development, and 1" M. W ;Hli told by two physicians that I also
Sugarite, Colfax county, burned to tie protect the public interest.
111
"" "naa a tumor, i reaa
TnM! lonfi
Tho, iacotflot)
nf
iho
last
Friday night.
ground
is essential to the administration not ?n6 day of the Wonderful Cures made
b Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
of such laws as express the pnn- only
Died of Her Burns.
an(1
tn
it
of
also
of
those and
separation but
ha3 ma(je me a weii woman.
Mrs. Pacifico La Baldasarri died at ciple
Albuquerque, succumbing to burns re whose purpose it is to promote the My neighbors and friends declare it
Under the had worked a miracle for me. Lydia
ceived from the explosion of a gaso highest use of the land.
rtnkham s Vegetable Compound is
withdrawal act of June 25, 1910, classi- line stove.
fication,ls made possible in advance J0T.th its weight in gold for women
But getting down to it
Is what wears a fellow out.

AUGUST

WENT

1

In an address at the twenty-fiftanniversary of the Michigan School of
Mines, at Houghton, Mich., August 9,
1911, Director Smith of the United
States Geological Survey said that the
objects to be sought by the amendment of the public land laws are, first,
purposeful
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He Tells of Classification

There isn't any doubt;

Know. In Every Loaf"

IT. M.

J

Southern Corner Plaza.
GIVE

WE

-

REGISTER

GO.

GROCERY

WINTER

Santa Fe.

TICKETS

WITH

Telephone

ALL

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.
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GOOD EATING !
Don't forget our bread

Six Bijc Loaves for 25c.
Phone,

191

S

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black

RETAIL

&

g

period as Lydia E. Pinkham's
table Compound.

If you would like special

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

'if Its Hardware We Have

14.

FOR. THAT

Vege-

advice

SUMMER

MEXICAN

about your case a rite a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinknam, at
drawal and classification lies in their Lynn, Mass. Her advice
is free,
at essential relation to the principle ot' and alwayr helpf uL
do
of
land

advantage

WHOLESALE

P

Mrs. Natiiav l CtReatW.
51 N. Main Street, Xatick, Mass.
The Change of Life is the most criti-- 1
cat period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other
known
to medicine that will remedy
so successfully
carry women through this trying

letter."

Nine-year-ol- d

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

These lines are like home to us.

gj

of disposition, and disposition can he
Dynamite Mangles Boy's Hand
postponed to await needed legia-- ,
of
Dwight Kslinger
UUU
a
Ouay had his hand mangled by dyn
amite cap he found and to which he Separation of Agricultural and Mineral Rights.
applied a match.
The second step, both in principle
and in practice,
appears to be one
Took Garcia's Horse.
that shall make possible, by legislaHenry Garcia of ValenMa county,
and
has sued Jesus Anaya of Bernalillo tion, the separation of surface
mineral rights wherever the two esfor
$250
for
appro
county
damages,
tates have values that can be sepa-- ,
priating one of Garcia's stallions for
rately utilized.
one year.
with-The chief
of

Imported OiIthevery bestand Sardines,

,,,,,

WE DO NOT "BORE" CUSTOMERS WHO COME IN TO BUY. WE
DO OUR BUSINESS EASILY.
WE SELL TO EVERYBODY AT THE
SAME PRICE ALL THE TIME.
NEVER DEALT WITH
US "BRACE
UP" AND
COME IN.
OUR TOOLS WILL HOLD THEIR EDGE FOR YOU AND HOLD
YOUR TRADE FOR US.

It

Phone

14

OUTING

HATS

j

New aud Full

Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Two Killed in a Saioon.
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
In a drunken brawl in a saloon
the public
proper disposition
Post Cards.
Globeville, Colorado, Anton Leibslick,
ing
Framing.
land
of
ricts
statute
this
the
real
has
been
made
purpose
public
38 years old, was killed; and Joseph main,
being to secure such operative either by common
Melanchthon was fataJy wounded. Jo.
or disposal of the people's ment or by compromise between own-lanseph Mikulie, aged 21, his beer.' arrest
as will assure its highest use. ers of adjoining claims.
Its repeal
ed.
The question of amending the present could not affect established equities
San Francisco Street
laws relating to the disposal of coal, held under patents already granted
Broke His Wife's Arm.
on
the but would make property rights more
oil, gas and phosphate deposits
In the hearing 61 Guillermo Lopez public domain is fairly before the pub-- certain in large mining districts
not
it lie, as is
for wife desertion at Albuquerque,
recognized by the specific yet discovered, where new and valua- three
was brought out, that during the
mention of these minerals in the with-- ble claims will be located a hundred
years of their married life, he had drawal act. '
'years hence.
broken his wife's arm and inflicted More Liberality Needed in Coal Law.) The same
e
knowledge of natural
other cruelties upon her.
law is unquestionably ditions that lead to the suggestion of
the most satisfactory of the present a repeal of the law of the apex
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Crap Game Leads to Arrest.
land laws, in that it permits nes the further suggestion that the
George Riley was arrested at El an adequate valuation of the deposits.
of ore in place can not b8
Paso for losing money that belonged The present coal land law, however, discovery
maae a universal prerequisite to the
to some one else In a crap game. To has one serious defect, which should
location of a mining claim Geologic
recoup his loss, Riley entered the ue remeuieu u a
law is uui study in a number of regions has
house of George . House, stole a suit
The restriction of the area Vealed many underground or deposits
and was about to pawn it for $3 when that may De
.
legally acquirea to a max- - to which the nresent law can not be n
t
arrested.
mausxry. ueave oraers
imum of 160 acres for an inidvidual applied thougn tne deposlts are rich,"
ana bw acres ior an association is anci tneir extent can be surmised
o 1 UKEi, fMUINt Z6.
ItAUNE. &
Made Himself Heavier.
not in accord with good mining prac- - more definitely than that of some ore
An applicant for the police force in tice. A law designed to promote the
deposits which outcrop at the surface,
Chicago drank four pounds of water practical utilization of coal deposits, To meet sucn actuai conditions the
In order to gain the required weight whether the system contemplates sale iaw Bhouid
provide for the acquisition
Another or
to pass the examination.
lease, mus provide for the holding of metalliferous mineral
land that
applicant streatched himself a quarter of a unit large enough to justify the can be classified as such by means of
of an inch by hanging himself for an opening and equipment of a modern
adequate geologic evidence, whether
hour from a horizontal bar.
mine and to permit its operation on an outcrops are present or not.
AND
economical scale.
Without such proA most important provision in any
Texico Has Fire.
RATON
vision for commercial operation too amended mining law would enforce
The Palace rooming house owned great an advantage is given to the
YANKEE
a
embodied,
development
provision
and occupied by Colonel J. W. Chil-der-s
t
railroads and the large coal it is true, in the present law but not
CERRILLOS
at Texico, Curry county, burned companies that are already in posses- made
effective
in
its
enforcement.
build
The
to the ground last week.
sion of considerable areas of land con- This
requirement of actual use as a
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
ing just south of It belonging to Mrs. taining high grade coal.
condition of occupancy of mineral
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Dora Reagan and an adjoining feed
The present uncertainty whether land can not be
regarded as either
store, were also reduced to ashes.
the phosphate rock of the public land novel or radical.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
EEZr8.$?S?pUoF
should be entered under the lode law Either a Leasehold
Revisor
85
System
Telephone
New High School Principal.
Telephone 85
or under the placer law is conclusive
ion of Mineral Laws Desirable.
R S. Hale has resigned as princi evidence of the need of legislation. As
The
the
for
remedy then,
existing
pal of the high school at East Las a matter of fact neither of these laws evil of idle
mining property must be
Vegas, to accept a .similar position is more applicable to the acquisition
sought either in the adoption of a
lime-bedat National City. California. He will of beds of phosphate-hearinleasehold under which the governbe succeeded by Byron Reed ot Denstone than it would be to that of ment can enforceREAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
operation a sysof
of
the
a
Uinversity
ver, graduate
coal beds.
tem which fully attains the desired
of
man
a
45
and
years,
Denver, aged
Legislation Imperative for Oil and ejnd of promoting development In
proved and unimproved city Properly, Orchards
CAT 1h
family.
Gas Development.
Australia and New Zealand, according
of
most
need
legislation t0 tne reportg made ln 190f Dy Geoio.
Ihe
andRucles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
urgent
Notice for Publication.
for the disposal of mineral deposits
ve-tc- h.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
to the
of thia Survev.
rjfhts
is in connection with oil and gas. It pre8iQnt or in the thorough revis-i- s
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Not coal land.
apparent that the placer law, which j lon of tne existmg system. Radical
is none too well adapted to meet mod amendment
Department of the Interior,
of the present i law is
Modern Residences for Rent.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ern conditions in mining placer gold. necessary in order to afford a nearer
1911.
29,
is wholly inadequate If applied to pub approach to
July
of
opportunity.
equality
Notice is hereby given that Seferino lic oil lands, Inasmuch as the dis Some limitations .should he put on
103
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who on July covery of oil is made at a late stage tne numDer ot ciaims which an in
No.
to
Ave.
homestead
made
and
entry,
the
30, 1906,
development dividual can locate in each mining
exploration
SB
for lot 3, SB
oi toe lana ciaimea unaer me iaw. district, and the prevention of monop
ot section 23, townsflip 15 The need for a better law Is impera olization would be furthered by the
W 2 SE
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has tive, and the legislative action de rigid enforcement of assessment de- filed notice of intention to make final manded by the situation should not! velopment,
fire-yeproof, to establish claim to De limited to an attempt to revamp
the land above described, before reg the general placer law but should in
ister or receiver, TJ. S. Land Office at volve the enactment of an altogether
H. KERR
Senta Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of new leasing measure, especially adap
AGENT
HUBBS
LAUNDRY.
equit-tabl- e
sane
to
and
ted
the
for
provide
September, 1911.
o
development of the dil and gas Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Claimant names as witnesses:
your laundry on Mondays and TuesGonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Do- industry in the future.
Reliable
Metalllferious days and deliver on Thursdays and
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez, New Laws needed for
Deposits.
Fridays.
all of Pecos, N. M.
All work is guaranteed;' your socks
Proposed amendments of the
MANUED R. OTERO,
to
metalliflaws relating
are mended and buttons sewed en
When in Need of AnylMnr
Register.
erous minerals always excite warm your shirts without extra charge.
fa Ite LIVERY LINE.
discussion.
Although the opinion of PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Drivers Furnished.
mining men in general favors revision
of the mining laws of the United
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
States and although commission after
rommisicn has been appointed by
Don Caspar Ave.
La Salle
various bodies to suggest improven

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

d

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
FOOD.

Sole Agent. For INTERNATIONAL STOCK
4LFaLFA

All kinds of flowers, garden

SEED.

4 field seeds in bulk and package

1

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

con-Th-

coal-lan-

d

Why Import Mineral Water?

Justl-miner-

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema-n
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
Interior Playen Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of u piano a simple nd satThis firm ha purchased over six isfactory business transaction, net on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Co.

Learnard-Lindeman- n

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

lea-Mu-

""

.n.,..

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

j

WATER

.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Wood

Screened

Lump

-

FOR

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

F. M. JONES.

,

1--

FRUIT BOXES

Palace

4

LIVERY STABLE

W.

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES

JiiLrL

1--

1--

9736-0766-

Don-acian-

SEND YOUR

ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
Phone

436 Canon Road.

19

Black.

Fine Rigs,
Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL
UP

.A.

Phone

9

-

.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

Restaurant

B. P.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment
formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

CHAS.

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone

19

Santa Fe, N.

Red

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

M

5H

0 ANN, Prop.

ments,

(Tie

statutes

have remained

Imperial Laundry

practically uncharged for nearly 40
For Best Laundry Work
Telephone 11.
ears, while the geology of ore deof metal
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store. posits and the technology
ruining have made marvelous prog BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AMD TUESDAY
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hourp
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Apex Law le
been
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
has
The "lew of the apex"
more productive of expensive litiga- Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Preach Noodle Order 20c a dish
New York Chop Smy 50c. tion than of economical mining. ' In
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
many of the most recently established
Phone, Red No. 2
and more progressive mining dist- - Phooe Red No. 2J.

WITH US

?

?
Your

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

.

CLASS OF dOODS whether It be seriously
needed DRUQS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we Uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering to. your pleasure to make every deal s satlsfac- tory eoe. ANY DRUO OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE 15 R1QHT. : . t i t :

We offer you only the HIGHEST

IF YOU

:ARE

NOT

A 5 CUSTOMER

HERE,

YOU ; SHOULD

,

BE.

CHAS. CLOSSON

WjsHib

FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
For hire at pesuiar prisss

CCHICrS

BACI

Buggies and saddle

UNE

THEODOKE

PtaM

Blaek

1te

tares.

COSHO,

.

at

CO.

g

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Phone Red 100

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hih Ball Ginger Ale

land-gran-

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

.

Pit.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone,
213
4
4
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LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time table
of the local railroads:
Leave

8.10 a. m. connect with Mo 2 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive t Santa Fe 12:10
p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound

Returning arr)v at Santa Fe

p. m.

6

It Can Be Done, So Scores of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an aching back,
The pains of rheumatism,

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

11:

it

I 10

can be had free in the comfortable
caves
of the prehistoric cliff dwellers.
HISTORY OF
In addition, there are tents to be had
for $2.50 a week and also accom
modations at
comfortable
the
TO THE
and hospitable borne of Judge and
Mrs. A. J. Abbott, the House of the
Ten Alders. There too, the members
of the Summer School will be fed, the
Scholarly Discourse at Capi Archaeologists and Students enrolled members receiving a special
rate of $1.00 a day.
Hike to Pleasant Outtol Last Evening by Dr.
On the banks of the purling brook,
door Camp
E. McQueen Gray
in a most romantic spot, adjoining the
circular communal ruin, on which excavations will be continued
during
REMAIN TWO WEEKS the summer school session, camp will
LARGE WOKE FILLS
HALL WILL
be made. There will be excursious
to the Stone Lions, to the Painted
Special Music Added to Enjoy Excursions to Stone Lions, Paint- Cave, to the great Ceremonial Cave,
which has been restored, and there
ed and Ceremonial Caves
ment of Third Sunday Lecwill be lectures and camp fire discusPlanned
of Course-

REACHING THE SPOT.

TIME TABLE ALL

PAGE THREE

M.

I

EARLYJpSIiS

The tired-ou- t
feelings,
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for tho
kidneys.
Mrs. Agripina de Gonzales, 102 Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kidney Pills for backache which had
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
I heard
Pills, by the good reports
The contetns of one
about them.
box of this remedy drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
centa. Fostey-MilburCo., Buffalo,

ture

-

sions.

MIS 10

and permanent character.
If future
development work carries out the
present indications it i3 believed this
will make a good producer and dividend payer.
Grant County.
The S3 mining company near Lords-buruse3 gasoline engines for producing power at the mine, and buys
its gasoline by the carload. In order
to handle it conveniently it has built
a tank at Oil siding, into which tho
ErasnlinA le rtin hv w
tmm thi

ME

Socorro County.
At the Ernestine Mining Company.
at Mogollon, Socorro county, the mill
treated 1410 tons of ore the past two
weeks.
The last two cleanups for
July yielded 1:5,00 ounces gold and
silver bullion and 20.000 pounds of
high grade concentrates. Grading for',... anH f,,.m .hI,.h i, i
the new power plant has been started, the tank wagon that hauls it to tho
the construction being under the di mine. Wpr!ni-(iv it hart enmo e.(n
rect supervision of one of the leading Rallons fn lhe tank About tWQ
O.c,ock
of
the east. At me ireas- in the afternoon
engineers
rode
0iney
by
j0e
ure Mining & Reduction Company CO the
and it was all right. About
tons per day are being mined and RPVPHtank,
'
lahi-atin thA rfVminff- S
It'll
teamed to the mill All machinery in'
pasSd the place and notlced a wet
both mine and mill is operated by.Knnt
nn th
xt.
rnA nH
electricity generated by water power Barclay that his tank was leaking. On
on Whitewater creek- at a total cost
going out to Investigate he found that
viic uau idini uic Cit IB UJI IU
the rate of $18 per horse power per owuic
pump and opene(J jt and had opene(,
Bids
are
obtained
for
year.
the a
being
valve between the tank and
installation of wire rope tramway from tneglobe
and ,t
pump wnj(h ,et the 0
mine iu mm wuicii, vwitru lusiaueu,
ii nn ty.a
The globe
admit of handling 40,000 tons of valve had been ground.
left tightly screwed
dump ore at a good profit. New ore up, and the handle taken
off, so it
zones are being discovered in the could not
be opened, and the person
mine and the property will soon be who
opened it had to get a wrench to
capable of producing a much larger do it Maliciousness is the
motonnage. At the Socorro mines, 5,300 tive for this vandal act, and only
is
tons were milled during the month of no clew to the criminal who there
commlt- ,
Vl KUm ted
0wl
t lack of power the 85
and silver bullion and 21,000 pounds
havo tn
of concentrates.
Concentrates from ,ine oan bc
sQ
his mill are now running around the the ,osg
$2,000 per ton mark. The usual good
lo6e C0JlAe
M the
extraction ot 93 per cent .s being able u companwiI1
minerg
maintained and the developments their
Western Liberal,
the mine are satisfactory.
Dona Ana
At the Oaks company good progress
R(?newed apt
work.
was made n the main drainage and
ingg of the sjlver
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A more romantic place for a sumThe great hegira to the Rito de los mer school cannot be imagined and
and philosophic was the dis
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
course of Dr. McQueen Gray, president Frijoles started this forenoon. About those who went last year and cannot
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
members of the advance do so this year, will dwell often in
of the University of New Mexico, in twenty-fiv- e
the Hall of Representatives at the cap- guard of the School of American Arch- lcnging thought with those who are
New Mexico Central Ry.
ital last evening. He reviewed the aeology trekked it to the delectable enjoying the privileges of the camp
Leave 5:45 p. m., conlecta with No.
twenty miles west this year. The school will return on
2 east aqd 1 south and west
story of the first three centuries of spot, which Is only crow
flies but thirty-- August 25, on the evening of which
Santa Fe as the
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
Christianity and gave his hearers a of
five
of
miles
the best ex- a great reception is to be tendered
way
by
e
the
3
and
into
No.
from
east
process
deep insight
States.
road.
wagon
the distinguished visitors which will
isting
Remember the name Doan's and view of the factors that established
Other detachments will follow to- include scientists like Miss Fletcher,
a
the
in
as
no
great
religion
Christianity
take
other.
Notice for Publication.
morrow, Wednesday and Thursday. Dr. Carroll, Dr. Lummis and a numRoman World.
Not coal land,
went or will go from here to ber of well known authors, writers
They
before
to the land above described,
Two points he brought out at the Buckman's, by the Denver
Rio and scholars.
department of the Interior,
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office start, the paucity of material for a Grande
where a variety ot
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett and Dr. CarV. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Register
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of history of Christianity during the means otrailroad,
at
transportation will await roll were at San Ildefonso yesterday
July 29, 1911. August, 1911.
first three centuries, and the slowness them. There will be one automobile, in an automobile to engage the InNotice is hereby given that Jesus
Claimant names as witness: Nico- ot its growth at first It was the poor. one tally-ho- ,
several three seated wag- dians for the work of excavation and
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July las
Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe the uneducated, the despised, who ons, carriages and other vehicles. Sev- for transportation. In fact, it is due
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
of
all
Juan
Canoncito,
Garcia,
Maes,
were its first adherents and propaga- eral will go on horseback from that to the personal efforts of Dr. Hewett
of Section N. M.
for the NE
tors. They had neither standing nor point and those who will enjoy the that the encampment was again made
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
influence. They introduced a new trip most, will walk over the pictur- possible this year. The automobile
filed
of
intention
notice
has
meridian,
Register. . thought among the Romans which esque Indian trail of only ten miles load which was to have been comr
to make final
proof, to esfound no acceptance among the liter from Buckman's to the Rito.
pleted in time for the present exdetablish claim to the land above
Notice for Publication.
the hK flii!(.lnBoH
Those who go by vehicle will be tax- cursion, is not quite finished, but it transportation tunnel during
ati, the governing classes.
scribed, before register or receiver.. U.
week. The Mogollon Gold and Copper over 272 ounces in
Not coal land.
silver. This mine
At first, there were no written rec ed $3.00 for the round trip. In the is hoped it can be used on the return
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Company's development work con- has been a rich
Department of the Interior,
ords even of its tenets. The last gos Rito Canyon sleeping accommodations trip.
producer in years
the 14th day of September, 1911.
the Little Charlie tunnel,
in
tinues
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
and at one time was a steady
pel was probably not written until 70
Claimant names as witnesses: Jawhich is yielding a high grade aver- - past,
July 29,1911. A. D. Eusebius, the first historian of
nf hlth trroAa c il zit- nrA n
hinnr
cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
ore
from which considerable
age mill
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
or shipped rom ms p
fact
the
devoted
exist,
whom
any
of
fragments
both,
Martinez, Bicente Lucero,
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July himself
as the highest grade ore
ranked
erty
to
of
matters
doctrine
mostly
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
tne Maua Mining company, work con--; ,n tha
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
and discipline, rather than to real hisof Glorieta, N.. M.
new
In
the
as
tinues
shaft
heretofore
SW
for lot 3, and SE
Mills, of Organ, is working the prop- tory. The Bishop of Antioch in his
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Otero County.
NW
section 25, letters
Sec. 24, and E
erty under a bond from the owner, Joe
to
which
seven
the
churches
Register. township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P.
W. B. Bates is opening up a shaft Kesl. and has four men at work un- he wrote on his way to Rome where
on tne oia Excelsior ground at oro
meridian, has filed notice of intention he was to be thrown to the wild
derground.
Notice for Publication.
uranae wmcn is snowing an excelr
to make final
proof, to estabdocon
dwelt
too,
beasts,
altogether
lent quality of ore. The depth of the
Department of the Interior,
lish claim to the land above described,
If you want anything on earth try
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. before the register or receiver, U. S. trine and organization; on the hierarshaft is about 80 feet and already a New Mexican
ant Ad.
One
and church polity.
of the
shows 10 feet in width and no foot-July 10, 1911. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the chy
most
of
the
atti
glimpses
illuminating
wall
in
thre
Bates
Notice is hereby given that Pedro 14th day of September, 1911.
says
assays
sight
tude of such Roman emperors as Tra- taken from different locations on tho
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
Claimant' names as witnesses:
noble
and
a
and
yet
good
persecu
crosscut through the vein show values
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro jan,
tor of the Christians, is given by the
of $18.85, $16.70 and $8 respectively.
for lots 1 and 2, and S
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Riv- letter of Pliny
the Younger from BtthThese assays were made in El Paso.
NE
From
section 2, township 15 N, era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero
ynia to Trajan, and the latter's an
An average of the three assays would
i
...:..
"I
range 10 E, N. M. .'. meridian, has of Pecos, N. M.
TAOS
BARRANCA
swer
and
thebe slightly better than $14.50 which
regarding
persecutions
been filed notice of intention to make
MANUEL R. OTERO.
some
in
which
modern
a
paswould
show
intensely
product.
good
South
shipping
North
Meets
Both
final five year proof, to establish claim
Register. sages occur, modern at - least in
The original work on this property
Bounds
was done some time ago, but recently
thought, for Trajan says to Pliny
that it is against the spirit of the
Bates has deepened the main shaft
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
and run crosscuts for the purpose of the north bound trai and arrives at
times to regard highly any anonymous
accuser, a passage which should put
proving up the ore. There are several Taos at 7 p. m.
claims in the group and the vein opsome New Mexico letter writers to
Ten "miles shorter than any otaer
ened up is but one of a number which
shame. The Christians were persecutGood covered hack and good
way.
crosses the property. The property
ed, or rather prosecuted, not because
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
r.pmfi.
carries this vein for 3,000 or 4,000
"The West Point of the Southwest"
they were Christian, but because the
detwto Malt P
feet and there are prominent crop- Ranked by United States War DeOomfortatla.
religion they professed was contrary
demon
which
at
other
pings
points
to the Roman u'eas of government, bepartment aR "Distinguished Institustrate that the vein is ot a strong
cause it was deemed to undermine Ro
tion." Army officers detailed by War
man authority. The prosecutions were
Department.
'
sA
unde- a law much older than ChristiiVv,
;; ;
Through Academic course, preparanity. The early Christians were
ing young men for college or business
often confused with the Jews by the
life. Great amount of open air work.
Romans and had to bear all the oamm
Healthiest location of any Military
of the secret societies which were
School in the Union. Located in the
under the ban of the law.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
The first extensive growth of Chrisfeet above sea level, sunshine every
tianity was due to two causes, the revival of
day, but little rain or snow during the
by the philosseason.
ophic school at Alexandria and the
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
persecution of the Christians. There
all graduates from standard eastern
is hardly any doubt that Christianity
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
absorbed, or took unto itself, some of
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
the most admirable thought and cus
in all respects.
toms of the world that surrounded it.
DR. EDGAR L. HEWETT,
REGENTS
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
From the very beginning until the pres- Whose Master Mind and Executive Ability Are Making the Summer
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
ent, heresies were a constant
School of American Archaeol ogy a Brilliant Success.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
of its growth. This is easiW .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
ly explained for Christianity was in
and W. A. FINLEY.
conception of its founder and its first
For particulars and illustrated cafollowers, a faith, a spirituality. In
talogues address:
reducing it to the terms of a religion,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
it was found difficult to find expressions that would convey the
Superintendent
exact
thought, that would reflect adequately
the inner experience, and it is over
expression of laith, that heresies
M this
arose and will continue to arrise.
On one bench in the Plaza yester- mon between the two territories that
It was not only a comprehensive but day, in earnest conversation for two our Democratic patriots should conto make our admistc a very clear picture that the speaker hours, sat National Committeeman sider it necessary
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and passion contingent upon the Arizona rein his address and those Solomon Luna,
George
reproduced
sengers between Vaughn, N. M and each regular ticket, excess baggagt that followed him attentively could not Curry,
Herald.
M. A. Otero, Judge call? Albuquerque
at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lba
help carrying away witn them a M. C. Mechem, Postmaster E. C. Burke
Roiwell, N. M connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind much more thorough realization
There can be no discussion In either
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Isthan and other political lights. By agreeHouse
over the veto when President
nor
statehood
ever
ment
neither
had
before
they
lbsa
of
of
politics
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
the struggle
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Taft returns the admission bill toi
and the triumphant progress of Chris- were touched upon.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Special rates are given for excur tianity tn the
Congress.
Immediately upon reading
days when it seemed
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a., m., arveto message the question mustl
the
or
for
more
slons.
J.
of
T.
a
which
Clovis
matter
Journal
passengers.
eight
of
doubt
The
whether
the faith
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
be .submitted and the vote taken upon
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m- - ar- For further Information, write the would survive, when it had not yet be- Mabry is editor, himself a candidate it. In the Senate the vice
president
on
or
come
a world religion, when the apos either for governor
congressman
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Soswell, N. M.
tles failed to reduce its tenets to writ- the Democratic ticket, gives out the will announce that "the question is,
Shall the veto of the president be susing because they believed implicitly following Democratic slate: "O A.
or W. B. Walton for governor; tained?" J and .1 thereupon Mthe uroll will
that the second coming of Christ was
uuu uic rcsuii suuuujkcu.
.f.t.. a A uo caueu
at hand and that therefore it was un J. u r-- it
be
8a,ne
H,U8?Mr
necessary to hand down any written Jones, United States senator, and elth - !14
' ""
tke"najior
H
Arthur
er
B.
record to future generations.
Mayor
Ferguson
In fact,
01
win i"- veio
tne memoerenip, lue
.
not until 40 or 50 years ago was there oi.
admission of Arizona
; vail and the
..
any effort to write an
unbiased W. D. McBee and H. M. Dougherty for and New Mexico at the present session
oi uncolored history of those first Congress; Messrs Fitch, Richardson will be halted. Another serious quesand Marion for the supreme court; Ed
three centuries.
tion will be presented by the veto,
ward Tittman tor attorney' general; should it he sustained. It is whether.
the
lecture, Mrs. W. D.
Preceding
as one of the railroad com- tne terrUoriS can
admitted at all
Hayes sang "Allah" very beautifully, Jim Hinkle
until Congress shall pass new enab
and in conclusion, Miss Virginia missioners
3tori cSHiiiS- -Bean played on the violin with deep
ling acts, and whether there mustnt
Writes T. J, Mabry from Washing- be new Constitutional conventions
feeling and masterful expression, "Adand new submissions of the constitoration," Mrs. Bean accompanying ton,,D. C:
'Grady O'Neil, representing Arizona ution to the people that will be adoptboth selections on the piano.
met with our committee in out ed. El Paso Herald.
Two other public lectures are slat- here,
rooms in the New Willard last nigh!
ed for the summer school in this city.
and promised us that when 'the end of
A crowded house
greeted W. C.
One will be on next Sunday in the
his rope' was reached he would yield Tharp, of St. Vrain and D. L. Gilbert
Hall of Representatives and will be
for the people of Arizona the recall in their socialist argument Wednes
illustrated, by Dr. Carroll oh "Paul feature, that the president could then
day night at Grady, Quay county. Mr.
at Athens." The last lecture will be
possibly have no objection. He told us Tharp is a good speaker and held his
on
"The
26,
Saturday evening, August
he would not stand out on this party politics up like he was well
Archaeological Work at Cyrenae in plainly he was
finally convinced that able to bear the burden. He is rather
it,
point
Africa," also by Dr. Carroll.
upon this issue rested the fate of state-- small in stature, but he can carry the
i banner of
socialism high up to the
hood for the two territories. '
BOOK-GASE- S
view of all. D. L. Gilbert, as usual,
New Mexico held Democracy high above the heads
The logic of
IDEAL
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF MEN'S
v
to Arizona in the statehood resolu- - of his hearers. Both speakers receiv-tlo- n
WOMEN'S AND CMIDREN'S
Grady
to be answered entire- - ed well deserved
applause.
appears
Three different and distinct types of SUthtfV&nkU "ElasTONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS ly by the wish of a little Democratic Record,
made iu dull or polish finish quartered
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE, clique from New Mexico and else--.
tic" Book-Cas- es
More people, men and women, are
and BLADDER TROUBLE, where "to put the president In the
KIDNEY
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
hole." The Democratic party' in this suffering fron kidney and bladder
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the territory, cannot be censured If it trouble than ever before, and eaca
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We earKIDNEYS. INFLAMMATION of the arises and casts off such truckllngTol- - year more ot them turn for quick
the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
and near statesmen as that lief and permanent benefit to Foley's
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
little
that went to Washington Kidney Remedy, which has proven
clique
A positive boon to
IRREGULARITIES.
Ner Mexican Printing Company, sole agents, Santa Fe, N. M. v
to help "put the president in the itself to be one of the most effective
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY hole" In preference to securing the remedies for kidney and bladder
Do
admission of this territory stents, that medical science has de
VBOPLB and for WOMEN.
bto the union. What Is there In com vised. For sale
all druggists.
For sale by all druggists. .
D. & R. G. Ry.
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Mexico would have felt much morel
keenly the depression caused all overt
Nation by the public policy of
legis- corporation baiting,
socialistic agitation as
latinn and
manifested in such expressions of pop
ular will as the recall, the initiative,
rate legislation and other actions in
restraint of enterprise, trade and capiTime will work
talistic investment.
a remedy and a readjustment but in
$2.50
extensions,
the meanwhile railroad
1.00 new enterprises, as well as old are at
2.00 a standstill.-
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pet- week, by carrier
Dally, per xonth, by carrier... .75
I .65
Dally, per month, by mall
7.00
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-
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-

at the Santa Pa

Fostotfice.

Daily, tlx months, by mail
Weekly, six month
Weekly, per year
Weekly ,. per quarter

B.

.

.50

KEDZIE SHOULD APOLOGIZE.
Says the Western Liberal, published at Lordsburg:
"Up in Santa Fe county last week
the police officers discovered a poker
game. They were horrified to learn
that the gambling law was being
violated almost in the shadows of the
The gamblers were arrested
capitol.
and bound over to the next grand
The Liberal would suggest
jury.
to these gentlemen that they send
for the district attorney of Grant
county to defend them. It is understood that he holds that there is no
law in the territory against playing
draw poker, and he has never at
tempted to convict a man of playing
that game, and the game is a favor
ite pastime in Silver City, Lordsburg
and the various camps in the county."
This is a reflection upon Santa Fe.
As far as the New Mexican can learn,
there has been no attempt to put the
kibosh on the poker games that are
alleged to be running weekdays and
Sundays, day and night, in Santa Fe.
Only last week, the leading reformer
of the town, so the New Mexican is
cleaned
up the
informed, joyfully
jack-po- t
and bankrupted a number of
professionals who had been laying for
him, thus proving himself as mignty
at poker as he is in scenting graft

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amont, the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest;

J.

s

L

W

President.

FALEN,

J. B.

READ,

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

A. HUGHES,

How About That Fire Insurance?

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IS YOUR PROPERTY FILLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!
THE
GENERAL

MOULTON-ESP- E

--

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

COMPANY

Y
$150,0001
Capital Stock, A : 80,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits,

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Transacts a general banking business id all its branches.
Loans mcne u:i the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic arid
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' timci. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Santa Fe Planing Mill

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
THE MODEL UNION. :
Today at San Franefsco, meets the
Window Frames,
Wainscotting,
union,
International Typograpmcai
Mouldings
Door Frames,
Q
membPS
are
Ceiling,
Sash, Doors,
vhoge mon than
tasings, Base,
Custom Work,
setting an example of rational labor
Dry Run p00fing
unionism that has won them the re
For
spect of employers everywhere.
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
'
many years, the New Mexican PrintWork, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
union
a
been
shop,
ing Company has
and the relations with its employes as
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
.
whole, have been always of the
Estimates cheerfully furnished
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
There never has been a clash
with the International Union, although
Plans,
the New Mexican Is the only .union
Specifications, Etc.
labor shop in Santa Fe county. One
the
of the greatest questions that
International has set itself to solving
is that of apprenticeship, for under
idnal indorsements' of tils article, hit
the keen modern competition and
f
sales were not
what they ara
SHORT-CU- T
few employers take the
PHILOSOPHY.
today."
bother of training apprentices, but the
International deems it sound princiIf you have a dollar to spend
(
The advertising that will
ple to train apprentices and is helpfor advertising you can afford'
No
stranger
ing tnem Dy a recently established and smiting the grafter.
to spend ninety cents of it on
barely stand upon its merits la
in
One
with $600 or $7U0 jingling in his
the sort that Is almost certain
scn00.
your own education.
fall
to"
down
some
"Schemes and theories concerning pockets that he does not 'know what
Just because the tortoise beat
day upon
ROOMS IN BUITX WITH PRIVATE BATH
to do with, need fear that he cannot
the man who set it up.
trade education appear with great
the hare, don't settle down to
some
accommodated
be
lay
by
poker
Cuisine and
be a tortoise. Be a hare, but
iarjty in magazines and daily
Large Sample
not that kind of a hare.
pers A D00klet Issued by the educa-ha- out or the other, when he comes to
Boom for Com.'
Table Service
tional comR1jssi0n of the Internation-averag- Santa Fe, where it is as well under
The most distressing thing
inorcial Travelers
A Question.
al Typographical Union proves that stood as at Lordsburg that the law is
about oportunity is that it lies
Van Swagger I say, old man, you
of
kind
that
to
clean
up
is
that organization
doing practical powerless
just beyond a comfortable loafhave no idea what a stunning new car
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
work The publication contains proof gambling which is affected by some
ing place.
I've got! Why, it runs so smoothly
citiOne reason some people can't
jn tne snape of specimens of work of the best and most
you can't feel it at all! Not a bit of
iarmers cuiuvaieu xl,oo dcme by students before and after tak- zens of this bailiwick. Don Kedzie
rest is because they don't work
nois, no chugging you can't hear a
: ,
farms, while 3oS,U09 farms were in- ln the Union's Course in Instruction better apologize.
enough to become tired.
sound. And it's positively odorless
white hands. Decreases in farm acre- in Prjnting and grateful expression
A critic Is a fellow who can
can't spell a thing! And as for speed
36
in
are
per
Arizona,
reported
age
tell better how a thing ought to
of otllers wno ten what this course
THE BLESSEDNESS OF WORK.
why, ft fairly whizzes! You 'simply
19
in
Califorand
cent, Utah,
per cent,
be done than he can do it himhas done for them 0ne apprentic
To him who has to work, eight
see It go by!
can't
The increases are
self.
nia, 3 per cent.
hig waes have Deen almost dou hours a day is more than sufficient.
Van Waggen H'm, old man. Must
New Mexico leading with 119 per cent, ble(J wnile a journeyman declares the
You
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
to
sixteen
cannot
measure the valTo him who likes
work,
be a fine car!
Can't feel it, can't
Idaho 64 per cent; Montana, (excmu- - lesstons teacn tne printer
ue of a man's work by the numhow to hours often do not seem enough.
see
it!
smell
can't
hear
can't
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
it,
it,
ber of hours he sits at his desk.
ing the Crow Indian reservation lor think and create, Tnere is a hand- To him who has to work it is a
How do you know it is there? Judge.
42
per some frontiSpiece,
The unlucky man is the one
demon task.
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NEW MEXICO DRY FARMERS,
statement and agree to substantiate gress, to which 2,500. delegates were 'V The Value of Printers' Ink.
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"I know a dealer in surgical In know pufflckly well dat all de work' I'd
The, creation of a thorough working it with figures to the effect that there expected, but practically every hotel
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struments in New York city who is do wouldn't be worth a plugged quarorgani.ation of the dry farmers of New is less lawlessness fa all our camps closed its doors
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NEW MEXICO LEADS.
In comparison
with most recent
farm statistics of some of the eastern
and middle western states, separately
or as a whole, the farms of Washing
ton, Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Utah, Arizona, Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado and New Mexico make an
inferior showing, but in the aggregate, the figures given for those western states today by the Census Bureau, are enormous. The value of the
farm lands and buildings in the cenan insus year was $a,7S6,548,000,
crease of two hundred per cent in
ten years. The farms numbered 369.
244, an increase of 52 per cent, and of
these only 88,173 were mortgaged.
The total acreage in these farms exceeds 110,000,000 acres, but the im- proved area is only 37,853,000 acres
That the West is the country of
large farms is apparent from the fact
that the average area of a western
farm is 299 acres; 14,462 farms had
than a thousand acres, while
sixty per cent of the farms
more than one hundred acres. The
value per acre of farms and
buildings was $34.32; the amount of
fertilizers used on the vast area was
Negroes and other
only $2,425,000.
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shares. Their
lup, each owning 15
names are F. B. Male, B. F. Zahm, C.
A. Leavitt, P. N. Griego, Martin Gield,
J. A. Sneddon, A. F. Rles, Alfred Ruiz,
C. M. Sabin, E. M. Sanjule, C. C. Man-ninWilliam T. Cothran, C. L. Gonzales, Fred Netz, Elmer Wilson, H.
G. Wlllson and Benjamin F. Wilson.
Big Falling Off in Items.
The incorporation fees paid the Territorial Treasurer for the fiscal years
1910 and 1911, by Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa are as follows:
1910
4,205.00
3,672.86
7,659.00
l's9!7&00
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..'., Many a Sufferina Woman.
Drags herself painfully through her
daily tasks, suffering from back ache,
nervousness, loss of appetite and poor
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
pain and misery and a prompt return
to health and strength." No woman
who suffers can afford to overlooV
Foley Kidney Pills. For sate by all
druggists:
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Elgin, 111., Auk. 14. Butter firm' at
j
26c. Output 892,700 pounds.
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
New York, Aug. 14. Cotton, spotj
closed quiet. Middling uplands 12.40 BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS- Middling gulf 12.65. No sales.
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory.
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Flour can be authorized capitalization of $101,933,- 725, during the fiscal year for 1910.
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....
price.
of $11,305,000 admitted during the fiscal year 1911, as against twenty-seveWe also have Diamond Flour," a foreign corporation yrltb an author
ized capitalization of' $40,213,000 Aw
High Grade Colorado Milling that is ing the fiscal year 1910,
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The corn market was dull and prices
dropped off on favorable crop reports
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i

'
'
journal.
Judge Ira A. Abbott has' returned
to his old home at Hav- from
erhill, Mass.;' and arrived here today!
r.f tha
of0na thn MC,ei
supreme court.
Mrs. W. Guy Turley, wife of the well
known civil engineer. Is doing quite
well at the Sanitarium but still has
some fever and she will not be allowed to see any one for a week.
Max Nordhaus, who unaerwent a
successful operation at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium for appendicitis and who
made a phenomenal recovery was able
to go home in Las Vegas Saturday.
Among 'guests at the Montezuma
are: ,Zoa L. Bates and Miss Bates of
Los Angeles; Dr .Nellie V. Mark of
Baltimore; H. L Erbinger of Texico;
J M. Holzinger and Karl Hoizinger of
Winona, Minnesota.
Rev. and Mrs. Overholtzer of El
Paso, Texas, where Mr. Overholtzer
is pastor of the Presbyterian church,
are in Santa Fe to accompany the summer school of archaeology to the Rito
de log Frijoles Canon.
Mr. and Mrs. .Max. Nordhaus left

Phone 36

or
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Complete
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STOP-OVE-
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Box, 219.

Sizes are
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WAISTS

Daily until Sept. 30th. Return
limit, October 31.

;

P.

16.35

.

NEW STOCK OF BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS

5ELI GIN

18.15

Mrs. J. M. Terry, accompanied Mr.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
Terry's father to Santa Fe yeBterday,
where they will take in the sights of
Santa Fe, N. M.
the ancient city. Estancia News.
M. A. Ortiz has come to Alb iquer-- ,
que to visit friends.
Frank A. HnbLell and( fami!y will
PLAZA BAKERY
U'ave to'mo.Tow for Magdalen, where
.hey will driv j by auto to Mr. Hub FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
bell's ranches near Datil for an out- Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
iht, of several weeks. Mr. Huubell '
pent both of his automobiles to Mag- Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
daiena today and they win be put in resh CreamPuf f sWednesday & Saturday
Coronado Hotel.
for the cross country triy Ai-.
ico
Br.
McQueen Gray president of shape
Journal,
ti.querque
the University of New Mexico and who
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
lectured here last night, left today for GRAIN
PIT AT CHICAGO
his home in the Duke Citv.
IS STILL SAGGING.
District Forester A. C. Ringland
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Maia
'
was
in Santa Fe last week has
who,,
.
.
.
..
- "' ' .
ces
MarKet
an0
M
uu"
"'oppea
eone to Alamornrdn
Off Trade In Oats Was
nected with the Alamo National forest.
Mrs. Felix Lester and daughter, of
Special Leased Vlre to New Mexican) ,
Albuquerque, are the guests of Mrs. (By
111., Aug. 14. The lockout !
Chicago,
A. M. Bergere.
Mrs, Lester is the art? orrM.-- at- T 7v-ifrrnntlnollv 1.
!
wife of the former mayor of the Duke
iminated tnat markt ro:n consi(lera.
City,
on the Board of Trade here, savo
tion
Miss Mary Baker of the office force
in a negative sense.
left yesterday morningZ for . ,Se.ptembetr 92
Woohey.
t0,f
place Where SatlS
to
Tr
t

COTTON.

ft

White

21.10

Pueblo,
DATES OF SALE,

Journal.

J. M. C. Chavez, Jr., returned to
Abiquiu.'Rio Arriba county, after a
visit- to Galveston and San Antonio,
Texas.
,
Mrs. M. C. Claxton and the Misses
Ciaxton are sightseers here from
N. J. They are on their way
to the" coast.
Max Friedlinger, Paul Ellis and
Sheriff Julius Meyers are here from
EataHoia. They are registered at the

,

v ALU

.

ma.

I Great August Sale
I
I

Beautiful

$50.35
44.35
50.35

......
.....
....

Colo

nn7ZU?A,Trinidad'

Montezu-

FE, N. M.,

TO
Ills
Chicago,
St. Louis, Mo.,
St, Paul, Minn.,
Denver, Colo.,
Colorado Spiirgs,

.

convention, is a guest at the

Our Immense Stock of
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BLANfETS

SHIRT WAISTS

A RATES
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-

SUMMER?

TOURIST

p,!.

:

1. B. LAUGKLIN, President

N

Nordhaus, two week3 ago was operated on for append'0'1'!; at the Sanitarium, and for a time his life was despaired of, but he is now well enough
R. G. Byrd of Oklahoma City, is vistravel.
to
iting relatives here.
The following have registered at the
Arnold Guthrie, a tourist from Sen sanitarium in the last few days: Judge
Francisco, is at the Palace.
iM. C .Mechem, Socorro; S. F. Tawley,
w. f. Keed, a life insurance man of 'Trinidad, Colo.; Lawrence F. Lee. Ira
Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
jv. Boldt, Albuquerque; Pa'becca Mas- C. G. Shepard, a well known Chi- tertson, Galveston; bunice Aden,
j
salesman, is at the Palace.
tin Texas; Mr. and Mrs. John It.
A
Herman C. Ilfeld of Las Vegas spent
Rnn Santa Rosat Clara T.
Sunday as a guest at the residence of j MacChesney, New York; William B.
A. Staab. , ., r.
jpje, Albuquerque and Judge Edward
ri. ij. vaiuo nas reiurnea jj Wright,
juuc
irum a mp 10 Kansas iity, juo. Las
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa
Vegas Optic.
Land Commissioner and Mrs. R.
and
Mrs. E;. M. Taylor of Yonkers, N. Y.,
P. Ervien, accompanied by their famis. at the Palace, . She is. seeing the ilies went to Roswell per auto yestersights of Santa e.
to remain until the end of the
L. R.' Taylor, newspaperman at "Las day
week.
Cruces, is in Santa Fe this week on
Thomas Closson, son of Sheriff Chas.
supreme court business.
Closson of Santa Fe, arrived from the
Architect
H. Rapp has returned
capital in an automobile this morning,
C0-- i
from
having motored over to attend the
ball game tomorrow and the 'horse
Attorney F. E. Wood of Albuquer- race Monday afternoon. Albuquerque
a
of
the
member
constitutional
que,

TRUST CO.
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Si. Louis Rnckv

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IS
STUDYING MINERAL RESOURCES

&

'

Pacific

Company

Railway

Fourteen parties of the Geological
Survey, including about 50 men, are
at work surveying and studying the
These
mineral resources of Alaska.
1910
1st
In
effect
Sept,
(Read Up)
(Read Down)
are widely scattered over the
parties
2
12
20
STATIONS
Miles
Territory and are doing work of ninny
different classes.
am
p in
4
N.
30
00
Moines.
M...Ar
7
0
Lv..De
One party is engaged In exploring
8 60
7 40
4
Rumaldo....
,
3 30
05
11
,,
Mmaa.
Xoatak river, in northwestern Alaska,
3 15
16
s 20
tiapulln
3 06
north of the Artie Circle. This party,
20
Vlgtl
o 35
2 45
50
25
Thompson
which is under
the leadership of
9 io
2
25
31
Cunningham
9 35
.
P. S. Smith, with C. E. Grif
42
155
....Ollfton House N.M
Geologist
1 30
10 00
49
Ar
Lt
Raton. N. M
fin as topographer, wil make its way
0
Ar 10 15
i.Lv
2 30
Katou,N..U
up Atlatna river with canoes and hoped
49
9
M....
7
Ollfton House N'
2 47
to find near the bead of the river a
9 32
Preston
4a
3 07
8 55
65
Koehler Junction
3 45
across to the head of the Noatak
pass
9 05 ....
2
Koehler
3 35
and to descend the river to the Artie
8 20
liOolfax
68
4 ih
Ocean at Kotzebue Sound. The region
8 02
76
Orrososo
4 43
7 45
Lv
82
Ar
Olmarron
5 00
which will be traversed is unsurveyed
6
35
Ar
am
Lv
Olmarron
510
and much of it is almost unknown.
27
CS
Nash
6
sis
6 17
A
Harlan
6 2S
i
A. G. Madden is studying the geo6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M...LT
Ar
6 45
logy and mineral resources of the expm
pm
treme northwestern part of Alaska,
He is
river.
north of Porcupine
uOonnects av Oolfasc with E. P. A 9. W. Ry, train both North'and'Soutb.
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.I
working in conjunction with a survey
Stage leaves (Jto Parte, N', M.. for Kllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excepj party of the International Boundarj
Budsya. Fare Si ou one way 13.50 round trip; flfty pound baggajre carried free,
Commission,
i
o, A S. train lenves Des Mclnea, N, . for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Ithe
Studies of Water Supplies for Mining,
a.
m
at
4:38
th
Investigation of the water avail
:. G. DEDMAN,
able for placer mining in the several
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
region,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
camps of the Yukon-Tanan-a
8upei intend.nt
begun four years ago, are being conC. E. Ellsworth is
tinued this year.
engaged in this work in the Fairbanks
and Birch Creek districts and E. A.
Porter in the Fortymiles district.
These engineers made their way in
land in the early part of April and
began work as soon as the ice broke
in the streams.
Two parties are continuing the re
Ico, Arizona, Mexico and to th Pacific Coast, via NBW
connaissance mapping and study of
the mineral resources of the Yukon- MEXICO CENTRAL to Torranco, Theace
of
One
Tanana mining district.
them, which is under the charge of
L. M. Prindle, assisted by J. B. Mertie, Jr., is working in the area known
as the Circle quadrangle, which' lies
between parallels 64 and 66 and me-

Impressive Funeral Services
at the First Presbyterian
Church

RATON NEW MEXICO.
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

Jfc2ZjE

REST

LftlDJO

MONDAY,

is common to most people who come
to a place new to them.
Year after year she 'led an unselfish
life until finally a stroke of paralysis
made her an invalid.
She was taken
to the hospital but even there, when
her physical condition would permit,
she administered to the sick and until
her final severe illness she carried
out her idea of serving others rather
than thinking of herself.
No one knew the extent of this re-

NHS WARNER

Party of Fifty Men Going to Alaska
and Will Be Widely Scattered
Over the Territory.

M.

The Human Heart
.

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

markable woman's charity and kindness but hundreds of letters found
in a trunk after her death breathe
HAD A REMARKABLE
CAREER the appreciation of hundreds of people who had been befriended by her.
One of the oldest resident of Santa
Was a Native of Brattleboro, Fe, commenting on this, said last
night: "Mrs. Warner led the true aland Came to New Mexico
truistic life which is so rare to find
in 1881.
was not a religious in the sense we un-IShe
these days of Philistinism.
She was disThe , funeral of Mrs. M. Jenne derstand the term.
Warner took place Saturday
after tinctly out in the world, but she connoon from the First Presbyterian ducted her life on the principles of
Church, and judging by the attend a religious, to work for others, and
ance, all Santa Fe seemed to be not for herself."
From a recent letter from Mrs.
mourning for this remarkable woman
who has spent nearly a third of a Olive Ennis Hite:.
" 'Enough' and 'are resting.
Well
century here, devoting her life to
others.
dear, they (her feet) served you long
The casket was taken to the church and faithfully and never were they
from the mortuary chapel of Mulli spared when some sad creature needed
gan and Rising on East Palace Ave the comfort of your soft, sympathetic
nue where it had remained throughout voice and the help of your sunshiny
the day, a guard of honor composed nature. Your life, for a quarter of a
of two ladies which changed every century has been passed in doing good
selfsacri-fic- e
hour, having stood watch.
Many of to others and if kindness,
and brightening of human lives
the sisters of St. Vincent's Sanitar- ium, where Mrs. Warner had spent could be transmuted Into granite what
the last years of her life, were among a monument you would have when you
the friends ot the deceased who visited pass on. Yours has oeen a saa ana
heroic life but God's sunshine has ever
the chapel to pay a last farewell.
from
It was touching to note the respect warmed your heart and beamed
God-seand love shown this remarkable your eyes. You have been a
hopeless
blessing to more body-sicwoman even in death.
At the Presbyterian Church pews men and women than the world will
were reserved for members of the so ever know. A life of many crosses,
cieties to which Mrs. Warner had be - yu always laid them somewhere out
Scores of her other friends, of sight to take up the heavy end that
longed.
some sick, or sorrowiui soui was
were also there.
.
.
,.
dragging over the Calvary of life. You
are rdy t0 s 0Vr where aU 13
Rev.'
of
Z.
B.
the church, the
pastor
them and.pe'"'.B'
McCoullough, conducted
preached the eulogy in which he call
TRAIN
ridians 142 and 146. The other party ed particular attention to the altruis- SCHOOLS TO
BOY SCOUT MASTERS.
life
Mrs.
tic
had
led
how
Warner
and
led by H. M. Eakin, is in the Ram
an area covering she would be missed in Santa Fe.
part quadrangle,
The music was furnished by a St. Paul Boys Start on Hike of Seven
about a degree of latitude between me
Hundred Miles Through Wilds
ridians 150 and 154. The preliminary quartet composed of Mr. and Mrs.
of Northern Minnesota.
Alan
McCord'
Mr.
and
which
R.
and
J.
Mrs.
mapping of these quadrangles,
incliide some placer districts, should Crichton of the church choir. These
The Boy Scout Masters' Training
four have been closely connected
be completed this year.
Scho1 under tne supervision of the
Mrs.
with
choir
in
for
Warner
work
Surveys on the Pacific Seaboard
And after she executive Board or the Boy Scouts
The region tributary to the Pacific the nast nine vears.
too
to
became
be
frail
the organist o America will open this week at
seaboard of Alaska is the one which is
K
church she always kept in Silver BaY Lake Georee- - N- - Y- now attracting most attention be of the
is designed to train young men who
with
she
was
touch
and
often
them
are
cause its mineral resources
being
are Scout Masters or who desire to
made available by railroads. For this consulted about the musical affairs of
qualify as such, to take active charge
the
church
reason the surveys and investigations
ftf ilia Yinv a
nnnrco wliir.ll ViaQ
The first hymn, ''Nearer My God To been
of this part of the Territory are being
ed QUt coyers e
hase
energetically pushed by the Geologi Thee," was sung in a beautiful and of scouting and treats on the Scout
McThen Mrs.
cal Survey.
The province includes impressive manner.
Movement from a psychological and
fields of high grade coal and also cop Cord sang a solo, ''No Night There,"
practical vieWp0int. The aims of the
con
besides
and
gold
deposits,
per
men who originated the movement
was never heard to greater advantage. will be
siderable arable land.
.so that the Scout
came
to the eyes of many pres- Masters explained
Two parties are at work extending Tears
may get fully into the spirit
the surveys in the southern part of ent as the beautiful words were heard of the work. The young men will be
the Copper River district, incluaing and they truly felt there was "no the boys in the various activities.
the Hanagita Valley and the Bremmer night there" for the dear one who had
Among the men who will be pres
One of them, under D, departed.
River basin.
ent at the camp are Ernest Thomp
C. Witherspoon, is making topographic
Pall Bearers.
son Seton,
Daniel
Chief
Scout;
surveys; the other under F. H. Moffit.
The honorary pall bearers were (Carter Beard, National Scout Comasisted by Theodore Chapin, is mak Former Governor L. Bradford Prince, missioner; Arthur A. Carey of Cam-Dr- .
ing geological surveys and studying
of
W. S. Harroun. Thomas P. Gable, bridge, and C. M. Connolly,
mineral resources.
Executive
E. West,
A. Wood, General Charles Troy.
James
Professor
J.
A topographic base map of the Val- - F.
Easley, and S. Spitz. The active Secretary, will spend several days
dez Inlet mining district has been pall bearers were Charles C. Catron, in the camp and will make addresses
completed by J. W. Bagley. Mr. Bag- F. E. McBride, Charles L. Bishop, T. to the young men.
John L. Alexanley began work in April and con Z. Winter. Frank Lavan. and R. H.'der is the Dean of the school.
The
tinued until the middle of July, when Hanna.
other men who will give lectures
he transferred his party to Kenai Pen
Undertakers Mulligan and Rising are Preston G. Orwig, Field Secretary,
insula and began a survey of the were in charge of the funeral arrange-- . S. A. Moffat, Business
Secretary.
After ments.
Moose Pass mining district.
Alexander will teach the Scout Mascompleting this work he will begin
the fundamentals of the Scout
Interment was in Falrview Ceme
the mapping of the Sunrise placer tery and many carriages in "which jters
movement.
Orwig will have charge
district,
were friends and associates of the of the instruction in field work.
R. H. Sargent, with a party of five
deceased, were seen in the funeral Seton and Beard will give instrucmen, landed at Kachemack Bay about cortege.
jtions in woodcraft and camping. They
June 1 and began mapping the westinto the
The floral offerings were a splendid will take Scout Masters
ern part of Kenai Peninsula.
tribute for they were not only from wods and will give them instructions
of Coal
Geologic Investigation
Mrs. Warner's friends In Santa Fe, in the various phases of scouting.
Oil Resources.
but from all over the territory
As Knot tieing, signalling, fire lighting
G. C. Martin is engaged in studying far south as Roswell friends had re- - without
matches, cooking, tracking,
the coal resources of the same region. membered her and a magnificent floral study of Indian signs, wood lore will
will
season
Mr.
Martin
Later In the
Carey will
offering came from Chief Justice Wil- - form a part of the work.
visit the Katalla oil field.
Ham H. Pope, who had long been a discuss citizenship, Connolly will talk
Kenai Peninsula has recently be friend of the deceased.
of organizing
about the methods
come the scene of some important detroops.
Her Career.
velopments In auriferous lode mining.
Mrs. Warner was a native of Brat- Training the young men to become
B. L. Johnson is investigating the lode
tlebors, Vermont, and was born about Scout Masters is regarded as an imand placer deposits of the northern 70 years ago. Her maiden name was portant essential in Scout Work.
part of the peninsula.
Jenne and her brother, the late Major There are many young men who are
Yentna placer district lies Benjamin R. Jenne, of distinguished interested In boys and wish to
. The
about 150 miles north of the head of
was come Scout Masters. The great need,
ancestry who
A topographic base map a warrior himself
Cook Inlet.
been in ten however, is to get trained young men.
having
of this region was made some years battles with the Fifth Vermont Regi-- There are thousands of boys throughago, and a study of its geology and ment of which he was captain and j out the country who are seeking such
mineral resources is now being con- was brevetted
Therefore, it is
major for his gallant- - men as leaders.
ducted by S. R. Capps.
at
She was the hoped that the school will be success.
Station.
ry
Savage
A. H. Brooks,
the geologist in daughter of Reuben and
Wealthy ful in turning out the sort of men
charge of the Alaska surveys and in- Cady Jenne and was one of eight chil- that appeal to the boys.
vestigations, will sail from Seattle for dren.
Boy Scouts on Long Hike.
fl
Prince 'Williams Sound on August 15.
Two Boy S?outs of St. Paul, Min
At an eary age she showed marked
He will visit the lower Copper river
musical gifts and received a fine musi nesota have started on a hike of 700
region and the Valdez Inlet mining cal education.
This served her to miles through the wilds of northern
district and will spend some time on great
and
They are Paul Aurelious,
advantage
through it she Minnesota.
Kenai Peninsula.
supported herself, teaching In many seventeen years old, patrol leader,
of the smaller cities of northern New and Eric Ahlquist, eighteen years old,
The boys
York, and also in the capital, Albany. Assistant Scout Master.
trained for their long trip by walking
Came to New Mexico.
Relieves CATARRH of
It was in April, 1881, she married more than four hundred miles in and
Both are good ath
the
Mr. Warner, a prominent lawyer of about St. Paul.
BLADDER
Albany, with whom she came to New letes, having shown skill in short
Mexico in April of that year.
He dashes, high
and all
jumps and baseball.
lived only a year, dying in 1882.
They will be gone on their trip about
Discharges in
Mrs. Warner taught music eight weeks, and will travel through
I24HOURS andThen
most successfully.
She took an woods and lonely parts of Minnesota,
Etch cBfMtile bears the
active Interest in Santa Fe and Santa camping out wherever they happen
Beware of (MIM
Feans and did everything in her to be. The walk of these boys is recvumr.jjeiu, v J
SoM hy nil dnigeigti.
power to build up its institutions. She garded as a remarkable example of
i
.
was one of the organizers of the Scout work.
Aims of Scouting Explained.
Woman's Board of Trade and wrote
The aim of the Scout movement
no less than five hundred letters to
persons and societies throughout the are set forth by the Editorial board
United States appealing for books for of the Boy Scouts of America in the
SCOTTISH
The
the nucleus of a library here.
preface of the new manual.
She was a member of the Fifteen editorial says:
"The Boy Scouts of America is a
Club and was intellectually abreast
RITE
of the times.
She was very well edu- corporation formed by a group of
cated and possessed of a phenomenal men who are anxious that the boys
memory she treasured all knowledge of America should come under the
she acquired. She was considered one influence of this movement and be
of the best informed women of Santa built up in all that goes to make
SANTA FE, N. M. '
character and good citizenship. The
Fe.
As organist of the Presbyterian affairs of the organization are managAugust 21 and 22,1911
Church she did much to assist in its ed by a National Council, composed
One and one-fif- th
fare
work and to the last she evinced the of some of the most prominent men
for the round trip from
of our country, who gladly and freely
greatest interest in its welfare.
all points in New MexWith all her church work, her so- give their time and money that this
ico to Santa Fe : : : :
cial work and her music on which purpose may be accomplished.
"In the various cities, towns, and
she depended for a living, Mrs. WarnDates of Sale, Aug. 18th to 22nd
er always found time to help others, villages, the welfare of the Boy Scouts
even comparative strangers, welcom- ir, cared for by local, councils, and
Return Limit, Aug-- , 26
ing them to Santa Fe and doing every these councils, like the National
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
who
thing in her power to cheer them Council are composed oT men comthe
the
for
of
are
boys
which
seeking
up during the home-sicperiod
n

I
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For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

p. Agent,

a- -

El Paso Texas.
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Are Youo Going Fishing?
The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to

t

-

-

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
IN COLORADO
: :
MEXICO.

if

:

:

:

:

:

:

For Further Information Call on or Address,

j

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,

j
j

OR

W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe
1

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY
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'

MEET

'
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Birdmen'" of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13

" BULL "

DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
13. This stake was given by the BLACk-WELL- 'S
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

$1, 000

EVERY DAY

BASEBALL

EXCITING

.

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

NOTICE FOR

JOHN B. McMANUS,

PUBLICATION.

(Pecos Forest. Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..
July 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M,
who, on October 11, 1904, made homeNo.
for SW
Section 3, Township 14 N, Range 11
E N. M. M. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day ot
August, 1911.
Claimant name3 as witnesses:
Jose Maria
ca. Lull Marti

stead entry

8111-0390-

1-- 4

-

1

Albuquerque, Oct

AVIATION

z-- .Z

.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

CURTIS

-

"I

NEW

AND

Secretary-Manage-

r

'.

nez, Jose Angel, Patricio Garcia, all
of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line At Vaughn tor Roswell, daily.
Automobile leave Vaughn ior Ro
well at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leavei
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
'are between Santa F aud Torrance
$5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile V wire.- - J. W &ockard.
!

If you want anything on earth
"ew Mex'ran Want Ad.

try

REUNION

k

The heart is a wonderful double
through the
action of which the blood stream pump,
is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the
rate o seven
m; es an hour. " Remember this, that our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothwithout
oil."
ly
After many
of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr.years
R. V. Pierce found
that whei. the stomach was out of
order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tomo made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called
over-wor-

-

THE

AUGUST 14, 1911.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery
Bemg made without alcohol, this "Medical
Discovery " helps the stomach to
' threl":f,Jrin dyspepsia. It i, especially adapted to disease.

SSSih
fer?
t 711

ITTh

notab'yi convalescence
people and those who are always " catching cold."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
Adviser i. sent on receipt of 31 one.
cent stamps for the French
d
book of 1008 Daies Address
"r.
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
from-vario-

M-di- cal

cloth-boun-

munity the very best things. Dr. Nellie V. Mark. Baltimore.
"In order that the work of the Boy
H. L. Erbinger, Mexico.
Scouts throughout America may be
J. M. Holzinger, Winona, Minn.
uniform and intelligent, the National
Karl Holzinger, Winona, Minn.
Council has prepared its official Hand
book,
the purpose of which is to ' Mr. and Mrs. M. Lujan and son,
furnish to the patrols of the Boy City.
Scouts advice in practical methods,
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. McNitt, City.
as well as inspiring information.
W. W. Richards, Denver.
A. P. Tom, Cerrlllos.
'We send our Official
Handbook,
therefore, with the earnest wish that John J. Cole, Albuquerque.
many boys may find in it new methCoronado.
ods for the proper use of their leisure
J. M. Chavez, Jr., Abiquiu.
time and fresh inspiration in their
E. E. Flick, Flagstaff, Ariz.
efforts to make their hours of recreaL. J. Barr, Las Vegas.
tion contribute to strong, noble manBill Nelson, City.
hood in the days to come."
Max Friedlinger, EstancTa.
Paul Ellis, Estancia.
Cleveland Boys on Hike.
Julius Meyers, Estancia.
John J. Donnelly, Assistant Scout
D. L. Green, Stanley.
Master of Cleveland, Ohio, gives this
M. Romero, Tijeras, Colo.
interesting account of a tramp of
Juan B. Sanchez, Hilario.
more than two hundred and twenty
five miles with forty-nin- e
Scouts
Boy
LETTER
under his charge: ."After organiz
List ef letters remaining uncalled
we
decided to walk from Cleveing
land to Wellsville, from Wellsville to far in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
E. Liverpool, and from E. Liverpool M., for week ending Aug. 12, 1911.
back to Cleveland, the total distance If net called for within two weeks
will be sent te the dead letter
being a litle over two hundred and they
office at Washington.
twenty-fiv- e
miles. Forty-ninScouts, Allen, E.
W.
four horses, two covered wagons, and
a dog completed the caravan.
'
The Anderson, Grace,
Alarid, Guadalupita.
trip lasted two weeks to the day. We
Alarid, Llna.
walked distances ranging from nine
Abeytia y Abeytia, Andreita.
to twenty-sevemiles a day and at
'
one time we covered fifty-twmiles Blake, Fred.
'
!''
M.
G.
In two days, making twenty-fiv- e
miles Bergmann,
:
Bolar, R.
the first and twenty-sevemiles the
D.
J.
Caldwall,
second day.
When we arrived in
'
Crist, E.
i
Cleveland again many of the boys beCorralez, Francisco.
,, ".:." j
came interested and there are twenty
Cordens, Jose.
or more organized troops in the city
'
"
Chavez, J. B.
at the present time. Four out of the
Emilia.
Chavez,
,
H
ten of ours, the Gypsy patrol, are
Dunning, Guy.
now Assistant Scout Masters, and a
Dixon, Ralph.
few others are giving a helping hand
'
Duran, Victor.
to the newer troops which are start;
Ennis, Mrs.
'
ing from time to time."
:J.
Fox, M. L. (2) V
Boy Scout Ideals Mean Clean Politics.
Gonzales, Sarra.
The School Citizens Committee of
Guttrrez, N.
New York of which layman Beecher
'
.
Griffith, J. C.
Stowe is secretary looks 'upon the
Mrs.
John.
Green,
Boy Scout principles e tending to deGabriel, David.
velop boys into upright citizens. The
i
Hill, James L. (2)
committee has prepared this paraLearnard, James.
"
graph concerning Boy Scouts: "Every
Martin, Earl. man counts in this government busiMerri
D.
weather, John
ness and if you fall to do your share
Manzanares, Sisto.
or I fail to do mine the business falls
Martinez, Rumalda (2)
behind to just that extent.
Your inMartinez, Eustacio.
terest is going to count much if you
Montoya, Able.
live up to the Boy Scout ideals and
Ortiz, M. L.
ata
them
as
apply
citizen, through
'
Ortiz, Ramon.
tendance at all elections bel they
M.
A.
Peters,
two or twenty a year through a close
Pegg, E. C.
application to the city's, state's and
' '
Porter, J. D.
nation's business, through member,,
Pino, Felipe.
ship in good government clubs, through
Romero, Jose Maria.
willingness to serve your fellow CitiRoybal, Grabela.
zens in a small or large capacity and
Rhodes, Mr.
with
without or
compensation,
Siler, Rev. J. W.
a
be
to
in
desire
through
any
helpful
Sgift, Bert. ...
direction you can In a word, to beSmith, Mrs. W. E.
come a Man Scout in the army of the
Trujillo, Balentina D.
common good."
Trujillo, Juanito.
Wood, W. H.
'
Lucero, Carlota.
la calling fer these letters pleas
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Hotel Arrivals.

Palace.
C. G. Shepard, Chicago.
Mrs. M. Claxton, Paterson, N. J.
Mrs. F. Claxton, Paterson, N. J.
Miss E. Claxton, Paterson, N. J.
R. G. Byrd, Oklahoma City.
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
Mrs. E. M. Taylor, Yonkers, N. Y.
Solomon Luna, Los Lunas.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque.
John N. Zook and family, Santa Fe.
Milo Hill, City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lamy, City.
Miss Armijo, Albuquerque.
Miss K.' Felton, Chicago.
Arnold Guthrie, San Francisco.
Montezuma.
F. E. Wood, Albuquerque.
Herman C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas.
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City. v
H. Essinger, Albuquerque.
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
Zoa L. Bates and Miss Bates, Los
Angeles.
E. J. Edward, Denver.
George S. Moon, San Antonio, Tex

state whether "advertised" er net
B. C. Burke, Postmaster.
Notice for Publication.

Not coal.
Department of tue Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa fr'e, N. M.
July 31, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo

Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
No.
of section
for SW
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M.
P meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before' register or receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 13tn day of September, 1911.
9021-0727-

4

o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macario
Leyba, Isabel Leyba, all of Leyba,
Pla-cid-

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

era CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
J bj

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

$41.90

(

August 7 to 11
August 14 to 17

Until September 30

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

(H C 1 A

MuiAl)

$50.90

$41.90

August 7 to 1 1
August 14 to 17

r 30

$50.90

QOINQ OR RETURNING ONE WAY

:

Via Portland or Seattle, $62.50 and $68.35
-

ACCORDING

TO DATE OF SALE

Return limit on tickets sold August 7th to 11th, and
August 14th to 17th, Is October ,15th, 1911. On tickets sold
daily, return limit is October 3 1st, 1911.
i
OO NOW, AND OO VIA THE SANTA FE.
1

,

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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was stubborn "and after "IShe "had got
spirit of giving was continued to the,
Tom out of the attic room turned the
j
own
members of one's
family, when
ii...ir.i. y A
j.
key on the tutor to make sure that
V?T?5v m'?'
all W;as happiness and joy, and when
jourlVijinf,
he didn't escape. Then rhe dispatched
One of the Tangible Results of the ReMASONIC.
' Christmas was real rather than a bur
nlUcV
FilrJ$5 Flltaio Ixd aij
to get
Tom to the health bureau
sources Congress at Mountain
Lodne
Montezuma
V W
wa
ii oth.-v
about
this
iden
Hi
fell 1 U
brought
system.
by
itiiTufyn.F
the
someone
come
to
and
fumigate
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
air.
which is little less than a mockery.
would
let
offensive tutor before she
fears know n as Best. Saieit. Aiwavs kellaM,
A sane Christmas is just as necessary
negu.ar con.uu.- FQR gALE or rem thrfee T0jm tenl
him pass through the hall to the
cation first Monday,,
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 14. At the
as a sane Fourth of July, and the
OSBORN
JANE
Frank Andrews.
front
door.
New Mexico Resources Day Conferor eacn montn ai
movement so auspiciously started at
fiscal
had
Pefore
minutes
with
poFsed
1911,
year
many
ending
May,
ence in Mountainair, on August 5th,
Hall
Masonic
ai
Indianapolis ought to meet with re-FOR RENT
Se
1911, by. Associated
bouse.
Literary Regina came in from school, lot herone of the most Important actions was was 51,095, while the average mem- ponse in every city in this broad land. (Copyright,
7.30.
Press.)
John Pfluegt-r- , the shoe man.
in
self
for
and.
the front door
the prior fiscal year was
impatient
the organization of a New Mexico sec- bership
H. H. DORMAN.
The Blisses were gathered in their to be nt her writing, passed up to
tion of the International Dry Farm- 47,848.
Master
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
inan
These
cozy
living room for one of their her attic den.
figures
represent
CHAS. E. LIN'XEV. Secreta.-y- .
ing Congress, which this year meets crease in
As she pushed back the door and
Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
cheerful
of
more
than
long,
evenings
together.
earnings
close to our doors, in Colorado Springs
son & Co.
There were four of them Richard. stepped into her room she almost fell
and an increase in average
the meeting coming the third week in
No.
Fe
Sinta
Chapter
Santa Fe Trail Marker in Wrong
He
Tom, Maud and Regina. Richard, the upon the astonished Mr. Titus.
October.
This organization was ef- membership of 3,247.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Place.
TO RENT Fine grazing,
1,000
had been sprawling eta her couch,
of the family, looked scarcely
head
at
in
was
the
that
It
stated
reports
comfected by practical dry farmers
convocation second acrc-a-, in solid
ust south of uo
Glorieta, N. M., Aug. 12, 1911.
more
than a boy himself, but there reading her favorite poems, resting
membody,
this
time
the
paying
average
ing chiefly from the central counties
Monday of each month Arroyo Hondo, to refit. Covered
Editor of the New Mexican.
was his pretty wife, Maud, sitting at his head on her cushions. For a moof New Mexico, five counties being bership was more than 53,000.
Masonic Hall a'
at
ment
each
Dear
Sir
been
at
There
has
stood
atsmall
his
side
white
evidently
they
looking
very
grass. L. B. Prince, 113 Palace ave.
darning
The convention is quite largely
7:30 p. m.
represented. Dr. W. E. Garrison, pressome
mistake
other.
in
the
of
of
the
socks.
end
At
the
table
the
placing
other
ident of the New Mexico Agricultural tended and will be in session through- monument
JOHN H. WALKER.
"You see, I am dangerous," he
FOR SALE 500 white Wynandotte
marking the old Santa Fe sprawled Richard's young brother
H. P.
College and himself a thorough stud- out the week.
Trail at this place.
Tom, with a look of uncomfortable
and Mammo ;i Bronze turchickens
ent of dry farming methods and
"No I don't," snld Regina, freling ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Those placed at Arroyo Hondo and determination, over a book whose
keys with houses and icns, broode-rwas elected president; Mr. Earl
Apache Canon are directly on the Old contents he was not absorbing with added resentment at the unusual
and incubators co.tiple'e.
Ayply to
Santa Fe Commanderj H. L.
Scott, a well known banker and ownTrail and are in excellent positions, any too great ease. Regina. Richard's looks of the intruder.
X M.
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
Santa
Fe,
Mitchell,
lands
er of dry farming
at Estancia,
No. 1. K, T. Regular!
"Aren't you afraid of me?" he
but the stone at Glorieta Is nearly sister, who taught school and longed
Torrance county was elected secretary
conclave fourth Mon '
f
mile from the Old Trail and to be literary, had withdrawn to a asked pleadingly.
TYPEWRITERS.
and treasurer. The executive board
day in each month at
Regina raised her brows haughtily,
marks a road as being the old "Santa far end of the room where by the
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Good Roads.
includes such well known men as J.
this
was
until
Masonic
7:30
it
not
Hall
and
at
presumptshaded candles she was
The last Good Roads Bulletin- was Fe Trail" which had no existence light oftotwo
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
D. Tinsley, agricultural expert of the
uous Mr. Titus had actually urged her
p. m.
write.
prior to the coming of the railroad in trying
"Do
on
article
fine
of
a
plies.
bearer
the
Typewriters sold, exchanged
sanctum and
to
in
be
seated
C.
Santa Fe railroad ; John Corbett, prac
CHAS.
A.
her
E.
WHEELON.
pwn
Tom
teeth.
a
For
his
mod1880
a
the
grated
just
year
very
certainly
and rented. Standard makes handled.
tical farmer and land owner ofy Scenic Highways Pay?" by Paul A. ern date for the "Old Santa te Trail." moment he was perilously near say- had seated himself at her side that w. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Ali repair work and typewrltcs guarown ques
he was able to explain to her the
Mountainair; D. T. Hoskins, a promi- F. Walter which answers its
The original trail passed
through ing something that gentle little Maud
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exnent banker of East Las Vegas and tion in an exhaustive and well writ the Pigeon Ranch, where In the early didn't allow on these pleasant family cause of the disturbance. It was Reof
Fe
Santa
Todge
Phone 231.
Scenic
change.
ten
any
article.
pay
Highways
theL.
and
be
turn
to
himself a practical dry farmer,
apologetic
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Instead he slammed his gina's
days of the Trail the government dug evenings.
"It's a shame for Tom to drag you
others in the various counties of the town- that lies on or is the terminus a well and at which place the weary book together and came out with a
degree. Ancient and AcCampers Outfitted for hunting and
same class. The organization starts of a scenic highway. Such have been travelers rested, ate and washed the loud, "Rats!" that made Regina pause up to this crazy attic," she said; "it's
cepted Scottish Rite of
with a good membership and its im- the experiences of Raton between dust out of their eyes and ears before forcibly in her writing and sent her Just a fad of mine."
Free Masonry meets on fishing grounds of Apache National
mountains,
After this under the magnitude of the third Monday of each month Forest including White
mediate purpose is to enlist the sup- which place and Trinidad, Colorado, proceeding on their journey to Santa muse flying. "It just makes my
blood boil," Tom went on, "to be the tutor's manner Regina forgot that at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In Blue Range, Beaver valley and Indian
and secure the lies 20 miles of the finest Scenic High Fe.
port and
reservation. Best big game, fowl and
she had ever objected to his intrumembership of every practical dry way ever made. Before the building
nan, suuca Blue oi t iaza.
From the Pigeon Ranch, the Trail stuck with a subject like Latin. The
in the southwest.
Sports
farmer in New Mexico. The only o this highway Raton had but a few took a northwesterly direction, pass- dean says I can't get my degree If sion and wondered why Tom had Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor- fish
men's paradise. Plenty of good horses
never introduced him to her.
I
don't
examination
the
this
pass
cost of membership, which includes automobiles and no auto agency and ing about one-haInvited to attend.
mile to the north
dially
An Inexpensive va-- i
land equipments.
"I have often wanted to meet you,
also membership in the international one garage. Now it has perhaps more of the monument just placed and time."
S. G. CARTWRICftIT, 32.
cation.
Ladies
accommodated.
For
Miss
the
her.
"In
tutor
told
Bliss,"
said
which
he
cars than any two towns of its size in where the deep ruts made by the heav
"Say, Sis,"
presently, aporganization, is a fee of $1,000
Venerable Master.
particulars write to Evert Hagan,
to Regina, "have you seen fact It has been something of a hard- HENRY F.
should be paid to Mr. Earl Scott, secret- the west. A local agency has sold ily loaded wagons can be
pealing
32
seen
STEPHENS,
plainly
Clifton, Ariznoa.
ship not beln able to know you."
that tutor of mine? He's a corker
ary-treasurer,
Estancia, N. M. This most of these cars many of which do to this day.
Secretary.
was
In
more
few
a
minutes
of
crewRegina
when
in
to
was
he
the
member
captain
the
entitles
a
membership
big passenger business. The
It is well that the Old Trail be
over her tea table, and as the
hotel with 70 rooms, added 20 narked for the generations to come, college, played first base on the team. busy
every publication of the international
B. P. O. E.
met hers as she passed
tutor's
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
organization, including the weekly more large luxurious ones with a bath that they may be able to trace the He's the best set up fellow I ever saw him hiseyes
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Of tea, she caught hercup
bulletin which is now a thoroughly in- each, as the auto trade are money great pathway to the Southwest, but anywhere."
B. P. O. E. holds
460,
was
self
not
till
It
"I don't see that that has anything
blushing foolishly.
edited dry farming magazine publish- spenders, and many more Important it should be done correctly.
its regular session on
to do with his being a good Latin after the light of day had begun to
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ed each week. This magazine con- benefits could be mentioned as the rethe second and fourth
Very truly yours,
and
had
the
fade,
I
lighted
said
Regina
haven't
"No,
tutor,"
Regina.
articles
tains not only authoritative
sult of having good highways and
WALTER M. TABER.
each
of
Wednesday
seen him. Does he come to the shaded lamp on her desk that they
by dry farmers showing successful good roads. Las Cruces loses more
month. Visiting broth
PAUL A. F. WALTER
heard footsteps on the stairs below.
house?"
methods, and failures, but gives to business each month because of alers are lnvltea and
"I think they have come to let you
Attorney-at-LaHe'll
be
"Yes, every afternoon.
each member the privilege of asking most impassible roads in this county
. New Mexico
- .
welcome.
Santa Fe,
coming for the next two weeks, till out, now," she said as she started tc
CARL A. BISHOP.
than would build the roads. Colfax
that beastly old exam comes off. the door.
But the tutor slipped behind ber J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
county spends as much each year on
He'll get me through If anyone
held It closed.
and
road- as It takes to keep them
could."
Secretary.
Attorneys-at-Lajjand
"Don't open It till you promise one
Practice in tje Distri t Court a
reaps a rich benefit. Rio Grande ReRegina went back to her writing.
thing," be begged as he put his hand
well as before the Supreme Court ot
publican.
Presently Maud looked over at her.
the territory.
"Regina," she said sweetly, "have over hers on the door knob. "I want
to
come
see
and
often.
here
you
Where Is the Man?
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
you seen Baby's new tooth today?
It's just as white and nice I meant Right here away from everybody but
Betrayed by a man who, she says,
you. You will let me, won't you?"
"
to show it to you
C. W. G, WARD
promised to marry her, a young woRegina whispered "yes," and then
man in Las Vegas is now under arRegina's patience had been tried
Territorial District Attorn y
Bhe
as
ot
the
door.
Beavers.
Order
laughed
opened
to the limit
Independent
rest because her two weeks' old baby
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
There was Tom, breathless and exSanta Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
"Well, of all the places to try to
died following its abandonment on
New Mexico.
Las
Vegas,
cited.
to
8
Its
"They don't have
fumigate
regular session at p. m. Meetlngc
write!" she exclaimed.
"I thought
the doorstep of a family in the same
you at all," he gasped. "The man at first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
all
I
knew
want
to
didn't
be
you
The mother, in her
neighborhood.
E. C. ABBOTT
talked to. Now this settles it. I'll the board of health said you couldn't ers are always welcome.
Attorney-at-Ladespair, declares she sought to hide
I
sister.
it
carry
Oh,
hello,
W.
guess
GEO.
PRICHARD.
to
Just have
have a den. I've been
her shame by abandoning the babe,
Practice in the District and Suof it a long time and now you know Mr. Titus by npw."
President
thinking
little thinking of the child which, perIt was about a month later. Tom C. J. NEIS,
Prompt and carefu
preme Courts.
I'm settled. I'll rig up ? place In the
haps mercifully, is now dead.
attention given to all business.
attic where I can be quiet. It's a had taken hiB finals In Latin and had
Secretary.
The usual censure has atciched to
with credit to himself and his
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
perfect shame the way we all herd passed
tutor. Now he had come up to see
the mother of the Infant, but what
11
down
stick
as
F. W. FARMER
here
together
just
about the man? He has left Saa MiG. W. PRICHARD
we didn't have an original idea in his sister In her den. There waB a
Homestead No.
large jar of roses on the desk, a half
guel county, she says, and no one ap
our heads."
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
2879.
a dozen new books, a few prints on
pears to know where he is.
in
all the District Court
Practice
said
Maud
"Why,
tear
Regina,"
Brotherhood
of
Father's Pun.
the wall that a more
Doubtless the mother will be pros
and give spiai uiieiiDvn to cases
A young married pair have a child fully, "I thought you liked being with than Tom's would have suspicious eye
American
Yeomen
recognized as
ecuted, as the law says she may be, who has just reached the age when its us. We've always been so fond ol
Secon- - before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Meets
new.
and doubtless she will pay further for hands are
DR. W. E. GARRISON,
way stations to its each other till now." Here there was
and
simply
Fourth Thura Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.
Suddenly he caught sight of some
President of New Mexico Section of the sin that is no more her own than mouth things reaching the former a little sob. "Oh. to think I have papers on the desk.
Delgado's
days,
it is that of the young mil.
HARRY O. MOULTON
International Dry Farming
being sure to reach the latter and in driven you to the attic!"
HalL H. Foreman,
"That looks like Titus' writing." he
Is done to the helpless in- the shortest
"Don't
be
If
said
1
justice
silly,"
Regina.
possible space of time.
Congress.
said.
Cor.
"He
G.
C.
must
have
scribbled
over
Richie,
fant that is now dead, and to the girl
so I'm
The father of this infant is forced, can't poke off In my
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
He looked up to see
Attorney-at-Lawho will bear her shame to the grave. Cor business reasons, to travel a great just going to rig up a place in the everything."
Farmer.
attic. Why, I almost think I can Regina blushing with her eyes cast
San
will
no
ex
a
book
Miguel
county
and
has
deal,
always
mileage
down. She
viquestions which may puzzle him and
to see that the young man, too, on hand. This the youngster found write something worth while if I can in her hand. quickly folded the papers
which will be answered by men such pense
Fe
Santa
off
get
Camp
myself."
by
is
one
to
to
and
back
devour.
answer, share and
day
brought
proceeded
Santa Fe, N. M.
"Tom, dear," she said coming toas Prof. W. M. Jardine, agronomist of share
13514, M. W. A.
In spite of tearful protests on the
When he was discovered he had
alike, with the woman he has
wards him and putting her arms up
Tuesmeets
Kansas Agricultural College,
second
the
of
Maud
and
on
Jests
part
tha
part around his broad shoulders.
and the helpless life that he used, alas, about 500 miles. The mothFormerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
whose splendid address at Mountain wronged to
"Tom, I
day each month, so
be and then permitted to er at once told her husband of the of her two brothers Regina was In- want to ask you to
caused
Land
Claims and Contests a Specialty
me
befor
forgive
cial
air was immediately responsible for die nameless and
tUrd
in
stalled
her sanctum in the attic.
meeting
baby's destructiveness, and quick as a
unprotected.
the organization.
with a desk and a lounge, a ing so cross about your bringing your
at
Elks
Here,
Tuesday
flash
he
responded:
The sociological condition responsi
WILLIAM McKEAN
Governor Mills and the members of
Hall. Vlstlng neigh
filled with her favorite tutor up here. I've wanted to ask
"Really, my dear, don't you think bookcase
ble for such crimes is too old a one to
you to forgive me. I am really glad bors welcome.
Attorney-at-Labooks
and
walls
the Bureau of Immigration have giv
the
covered
with
ber
that's going a little too far?"
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
favorite prints and photographs Re- you did bring him. You see he liked
en the New Mexico organization most call for much moralizing. But the
Mining and Land La.
fact
and well, you see he came so CHAS. A.
remains that the father
New Mexico.
Taos,
cordial support and have been elect, poignant
RISING, Clerk.
gina had a place that was to be all It,
HIS REMUNERATION.
of the child, if he is known, deserves
often after you showed him the way
her own.
ed members thereof, believing that
One evening after Regina had re- that"
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
this organization will prove one ot far less consideration than the girl.
Santa Fe Camp No.
Tom looked densely and helplessly
Usually in such cases he escapes
tired to this sanctum with a freshly
EASLEY & EASLEY.
the most effective influences and the
R.
667S.
N.
meets
A.
his
at
who
stood before him
sister,
filled fountain pen and her brain full
at Law.
most 'effective means of speedily lift- entirely. San Miuel county should
fourth Tuesday of Practice Attorneys
the however, make a precedent for other
of ideas, her voice was heard in the with tears glistening in her eyes.
in the courts and before
ing our dry farming industry to Colosoeach month ;
"That we are going to be engaged,
communities to follow. Where is he?
Land Department.
state which it has reached in
upstairs hall calling her brother Tom,
cial meeting third
and I want to thank you."
in none too gentle accents.
Albuquerque Herald.
Land grants and titles examined.
rado, Montana, Wyoming and other
at
Elks'
Tuesday
Tom left his books in the living
western states under conditions even
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office EstanHalL
room below and went two steps at
A Sane Christmas?
The 8usplclous Turk.
Visiting
less favorable than those which have
cia, N. M.
neighbors welcome
a time to see what his sister wanted.
John W. Gates, the noted financier,
(Norristown Register.)
been encountered In New Mexico durNETTIE VICKROY,
He followed her into the attic and said to a Washington correspondent
H. L. ORTIZ,
ing the past three years. Every man A sane Forth of July is a verity,
Oracle.
there by the light of the shaded desk during a recent visit to the capital:
who is farming on dry farming land now for a sane Christmas, which has
FLORENCE
RISING,
Attorney and Counlellor-at-La"Your quotations show suspicion of
lamp he saw the reason for his hasty
in New Mexico should join the New already been inaugurated at Indiana
Recorder.
summons. Regina pointed to a group Wall street You appear to look on
The "Sane Fourth of July"
Mexico organization, and do so imme- polls.
Practicing before all the courts In
ot ctgafette ends, and a box of over Wall street as did the Turkish diplodiately. This Is not only equivalent to has been such a signal success that
the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Territory.
turned matches that lay on the blot- mat, Mlzrlm Bey.
joining the international organization ipppiUar sentiment will surety ap(Not Coal Land.)
ter at the end of her desk.
"Mizrlm Bey was once taken to the
Santa Fe
New Mexico
but it will mean ready money in the prove a similar drastic treatment of
en- the day of good
Tom, in spite of his six feet of Stock Exchange. There the methods Department of the Interior,
thus
who
which
farmer
late
of
of
every
cheer,
pockets
S.
U.
N.
M.
Land
Office
at
Santa Fe,
dauntless manhood, crumpled before of stock speculation were explained
PROBERT & COMPANY
ables himself to take advantage of years has passed out and beyond the
July 29, 1911.
Poet Do you think I will get much his sister.
to him, and he was shown the marvel
Investments
Ithls expert information which will circle of good sense and true spirit
Notice is hereby given thaj Vicente
"I'm awfully sorry, sister," he said, of the tickers, ticking off the last quoLat ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
be furnished him. We believe that Christmas is no longer the Christmas from the editor for this poem?
of
N.
on
M.,
Pecos,
to
tell
Lucero,
who,
"but
the
TiNot
truth
July
you
tations from every market In the
much; you will be able
Harry
Money Loaned for investors
the farmers of this district can do of old; it has been transformed Into to Friend
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
'
be around again in a few days, 1 tus, that tutor of mine, and I have no world.
We have for sale general stocks of
nothing better to advance their own a day of burden for the average
for lot 4, SW
SW
other place to go. You know what
"Well, what do you think of it?
Retail Lumber Yard
interests and the interests of this dis family in moderate circumstances, Imagine.
Sec. 24, and the W
It Is down in the living room with Isn't it marvelous?' asked his
NW
Sec. Merchandise,
guade.
and other Business Opportunities
trict than by sending tie trifling sum and this disposition to .subvert the
HAD NO PEARS.
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and
25,
N.,
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Township
in
Range
"But
E.,
baby
Mizrlm
to
and
coming
true home sentiment to the indiscrim
Bey, Instead of
of $1.00 with a membership today
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of throughout Taos county.
out It was Just my luck to forget to overawed, yawned and answered being
secretary-treasurecoldinate giving of gifts to friends and
Mr. Earl Scottj
Bank References Furnished
At the height of Washington'! tame clear up the cigarettes after
to make final five year proof,
'
Intention
him, ly.
acquaintances Is working a direct there were those who carped and crit
Estancia, N. M.
New Mexico.
Taos,
though."
'"For
my part I should prefer to to establish claim to the land above
harm to many thousands of persons icised to some
him
extent,
warning
before
Receivor
"I've
for
it
a
described,
in
a
I
suspected
Register
said
where
could
see
week,"
game
play
the
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL who can ill afford such a drain on that
DR. C. M. RILEY,
a celebrity was a precari"I find matches in cards shuffled.'"
er, U. S. lnd Office at Santa Fe,
The glad day means ous beingand that he should be most Regina sternly.
UNION HAS 53,000 MEMBERS. their resources.
and ' 8urgeon.
on
N.
thing
rose
, Physician
14th
the
the
M.,
Veterinary
and
ashes
of
in
the pen
jar
day
September,
to many actual bankruptcy in numerlest he do or say something tray, and look," she said,"
of McKillep's
1911.
Graduate
careful,
Veterinary
drawing
It Convened Today at San Francisco ous Instances pauperization all for that would turn the tide of
Truly Wonderful,
Claimant names as witnesses:
popular forth a bundle of her manuscript
College of Chicago.
a wonderful woman."
h
"She's
in
desire "to keep up ap favor against him. To these admonl
Session. A
the uncalled-fo- r
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Pedro Rivera. Jose Romero, both
covered with Latin words written In
Model Organization.
"Yes, Indeed. She can adapt her
pearances" and to do equally as good tlons Washington merely smiled.
a masculine hand. "If that Mr. Titus meals
of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
Dentistry a Specialty
to
ball
as some other thoughtless individual
San Francisco, Aug. 14. The
games.
"There Is just one thing that
did that please see that he doesn't
Office: East side of plaza, corner
Glorieta, N. M and Candldo Rivera,
session of the International who distributes presents to those Who he done," he said, "and that la might
some repeat the offense. Didn't he know
cf Santa Fe, N. M.
ot Frisco and Shelby Sts.
,
Not Interested.
Typographical Union was opened here have no reason to expect them.
will not be done until long that this was my den?"
that
thing
MANUEL
R.
Phone Red 138.
OTERO,
H.
see
To the family of the man with a iter I am dead. By that time my
"I
a
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g
silk
hang-lntoday with an address by Mayor P.
pair
stockings
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promised
never
faithfully
Register.
out of a nearby window."
McCarthy and remarks from repre- small income the coming of Christ fame will be so solidified that nothing
again to Invade the sanctity of his
sentatives of the daily press, the com- mas is something to he dreaded not can make it If we were sufficiently sister's
"Empty!"
den and returned to his books.
The New Menwaa Frmaas
M. DIAZ,
DR.
"Yes."
i
mercial printing branch of the indus- the day of rejoicing that it ought to advanced in commerce, for this one But the next
when the athletic
day
has prepared dm ana erlmbial
pany
of
the
g
me.
from
be."Excuse
I'm busy."
representatives
try and
to happen, then, indeed, I should tutor refused to give his lesson In
CAPITOL
PLACE
4 Many a weary,
thing
RESIDENCE,
dockets especially for the use of Juslocal typographical union. Response hour, as a result of custom, have to be eareful."
hubbub of Maud's little living
the
Red
216
Phone,
of
tices
the
are
peace.
They
especialwas made by President Lynch, of the be remembered and the dollars and
"What is that one thmgr inquire room Tom was forced to break his
HE GOT BACK AT HIM.
ly ruled, with printed headings, is OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
International Typographical union.
pennies are counted and recounted the other. "Put you in a historical promise. As Regina didn't get borne
either
or
Spanish
English, made of
Phone, 220 Black
Whfle the union was organized In time and again in the effort to make novieir from school till four and the lesson
good record paper, strongly and durconven the little sum "go around."
1852. this Is the
Those
OFFICE
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
for me." was over at half-pa"No; name a five-cethree
Tom felt
cigar
ably bound, with leather back and
WILBUR D. NSSBIT.
tion that has been held by the Inter for whom the torture Is endured are
that he would have no trouble in
covers and canvas sides, hall fun
national Typographical Union; it is at the same time suffering a similar
covering his guilt Accordingly the
Index in front and the fees of Joatlcei
annual gathering. experience.
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Cant
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given as usual In Regina's
of the peace and constables printed W..M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
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In full on the 2ret page. The pages
"How do you know?"
the biennial idea and no convention no matter If the famly is forced to
Genito-lrinarDiseases. .
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the lesson Maud's frantic voice was
return
a
curtail tof weeks to come.
was held in 1895 or In 1897;
"He hasn't announced his candldacj heard on the stairs.
civU
made
in
and
criminal
dockets,
up
with
Associated with the custom of gift- tor city commissioner."
to annual conventions 'began
"Thomas, Thomas Bliss, come here
separate of 81 pages each, or with THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH'
1898, and they have been held yearly giving is the opportunity for brlberj
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
at once! Don't let that Mr. Titus
both civil and criminal bound in one
find
'
Public
time.
aliMe that
officials are made
graft.
then as the two men ran
ADMINISTERED.
80
And
320 page
out!"
civil
and
book,
page
to
Philological.
submitted
officers
the recipients of costly "remembran
The reports of
criminal. To introduce them they are
Maud The girls are daffy abou to the door to sec what was the trouChemical
and Microscopical Exthe convention today shows tnat tor ces"! by those who are In a position
ble Maud continued her cries. "Dont
offered at the following srleee
th 'fl.il vear ending May 31, Ml to be favored a direct bid for official oar youngest bishop.
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'
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or
sayl
it
Beatrix
the membership ot the International wrongdoing under the. cover of a
les at the college dormitory and he
Combined Civil and CTialt-- l . . i.M and gastric contents. Directions
'
Life.
Typographical Union earned S45,6UA-4- sacred anniversary, when it Is proper motor?
has come from there and hell give
For 45 cents a'jlfeonal tor a atngl for collecting specimens given on
member.
to
for friends
or an average of $953 per
give to friends and reit to baby. 1 just found It out"
or 65 cents additional for a application.
Mr.
no
There's
docket,
law
'
Henpeck
31,
For the fiscaL year ending May to- ceive in return. Few realise the
In the Poultry Yard.
the fact that against a man making a fool of him- combination docket, they will he sent
Mr. Titus didn't
State Nat Buk Bldfn AIbuqnerqie,N.M
abuses thus perpetuated behind the I "The latest dramatic success is li there was a case deny
1911, the membership earned the
of measles at the self.
by man or prepaid express. Cash la
tal of $49,770,668, or an average per guise of Christmas giving.
and that he Uved there. He
poultry yard."
must
dormitory
full
order. Stats
Mrs. Henpeck No; but, you see,
accompany
How much better to go back to the
member of $973.
"Then no wonder they are crowlai hadn't dreamed, however, that he was men make the laws, and I suppose
If yen want anything on earth Try
plainly whether English or Spanish
Tta
average membership 'for the honored custom of the past when the
,
in any.-.to- t
daaceroua. . Bot Maud they don't want, to hamper themselves. printed heading t wasted.
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EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.

MONDAY, AUGUST

14,

1911.

have in their lockers tomorrow even- Davies.
There are several other
heavy $7.307.50; packers and butching, Tuesday, August 15, all govern- - holes that may cause a sad accident'
ers $7.357.55; lights 7.257.50.
ment property which has been issued one of these days. A few dollars and
Market
Receipts 10,000.
Sheep
to them. By otder, Adjutant General , a few hours need to be expended in
MONEY AND METALS.
steady. Muttons $33.75; lambs $5.50
A. S. Brookes.
Captain D. Pacheco.j
'
New York, Aug. 14. Prime paper 7,25; range wethers and yearlings
Commanding Company E.
,
Game Was 3 to 2. Albuquerque 4
X
Santa Fe, N. M.. Aug. 14.
per cent; Mexican dollars $3.254.50; range ewes $2.503.60.
Noted Feast Tomorrow Tomorrow' beat Santa Fe at Albuquerque yester- - 45; Call money
ReFor New Mexico Tonight an-- i X
Chicago, 111., Aug.
steady 2
per cent
fair.
Not
20,000; market strong to 10c
much X will be one of the great feasts kept day by a score of 3 to 2. Manager Amalgamated 61-8- ;
X Tuesday
114
ceipts,
Sugar
the'
Stanton of the Elks' theater Atchison 105-X by the Roman Catholic Church,
Great Northern pfdl higher; beeves, $5.007.00; western
X change in temperature.
of the Assumption of the Bless- and a well known fan, Jack Garrett
York Central
steers, $4;104.40; stockers and feedXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX feast
ed Virgin.
Gunn and A. T. Koch made th Northern Pacific 120
It is a holiday of obligacows and heifers,
Reading ers, $4.506.30;
at
tion.
celebrated
Mr.
to
Stanton's 146
the Duke City in
Masses will be
trip
Southern
Pacific
115
Don't forget those big
calves, $4.50G.30.
$2.206.25;
and say that the game as a Union. Pacific 174; Steel 73
in
hats at Miss A. thl CathedraKat 6 a. m. and ?T30
pfi Hogs Receipts, 34,000; market 15c
a. m. Today Is a day of abstinence "cracker-jack- "
from start to finish. U6.
Mugler.
Ipwer; light, 7.207.80; mixed, $7.00&)
and also of fasting for those that are "The roads to the Duke City are in,
Get your Fruit Pickers at Goebels.
grain, PORK, LARD AND RIBS. ' 7.75; heavy, $6.907.65; rough, $6.90
able.
and we got there
good
pretty
shape
If you are looking for fruit see
Chicago, HU Aug. 14. Wheat-S- ept
7.10; good to clroice heavy, $7.10('?
said
Wedding at Pan Mateo The New in four hours and 15 minutes,"
au
Clarendon Garden's change of adveruec. o Wx-s- ,
7.70; pigs, $6.107.70; bulk of sales,
Mr. Stanton.
an
of
Mexican
receipt
acknowledgeCorn Sept. 63
Dec. 61l-8- . $7.157.55.
tisement.
j
Faust Tonight at the Elks' Two
invitation to the wedding of Aurora
Oats Sept. 41; Dec.
Faust is coming to tonight at the Sandoval,
market
Sheep Receipts, 25,000;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. reels magnificently colored, wonderful
Pork Sept 17.20; Jan. 16.40.
Elks'. See it
strong;
native,
westera,
$2.504.00;
Cecillio oandoval, to Mazariro Y. San- piaying. Don't fail to see this picture.
.
Lard Sept. 9.071-2- ;
Jan. 9.121-2Ice
Cream on Sunday at Capital
$3.004.00; lambs, native, $4.007.23;
Getting Up a Team Former Manadoval, son of Former Sheriff and Mrs.
Ribs Sept 9.171-2- ;
Jan. 8.35
City Dairy. Milk and cream always Cornelio Sandoval of Sandoval county, ger E. C. Burke of the Santa Fe basewestern, $4.757.25.
7
on hand. Phone Black 188.'
,
Wool.
church at San Mateo, ball team is making arrangements to
the
at
Catholic
LIVESTOCK.
Flooring made from dry lumber is Valencia
monster
benefit
a
St.
have
base
ball
14.
9
un
Mo.,
game
Louis,
a
Wool,
on
Aug.
25,
August
county,
not always obtainable. The Santa Fe o'clock
Kansas City, Aug. 14. Cattle Re- - changed; territory and western medi- in the morning, a reception to pay off the debts of the team a'nd
j
Planing have what you want.
tomorrow will announce the line up ceipts 13,000, including 3,000 south- j urns, 1719; fine mediums, 1617
and dance to follow the weuding.
Found Astray A bay horse, brand- which will contain many well known, eras. Market steady to 10c higher. fjne
Church
Ten
Joined
Presbyterian
ed C. P. on right hip and left ear cut
southern
Santa Feans, prominent in official Native .steers
$57.50;
Owner can have same bv identifvina adults were admitted yesterday to the life in the capital. See page 3 of steers $45.75; southern cows'" and
Right jn your busiest season when
the animal tnrougn the city marshal First Presbyterian church, by letters the New Mexican tomorrow, Tuesday heifers $2.754.50; native cow.s and you have the least time to spare you
of
confession
j of
two
by
admission,
and paying for this advertisement.
and keep track of this great game neiters
Z.&Q)7.5; stockers ana are most likely to take diarrhoea and
bull
$3.1i58 lose several days' time, unless
Retreat Ends Tomorrow The re- faith while two others were baptized, and preparations that are being made feediera $3.505i90;
you
treat of the Sisters of Loretto which , The first communion since Rev. B. Z. for it.
4.50; calves $47; western steers have Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera
was
'
became
M.
w'SBtern
Rev.vA.
cows
pastor,
is being conducted by the
McCullough
$2.75
Terrell Fined for Gun Toting Judge $4.406.85;
and Diarrhoea Remedy at hand and
S. J., of Albuquerque, will brated. Rev. Overhol'zer of the Pres-enH. D. Terrell of Clovis, formerly of .75.
take a dose on the first appearance
tomorrow, the feast of the As- byterian church at El Paso, and Rev. Santa Fe, was haled before Chief Jus-Market of the disease. For sale by all
Hogs
Receipts 3,500.
sumption.
jF, L. Schaub of the Mary K, James tice W. H. Pope, at Roswell and held steady. Bulk of sales $7.307.50;
Bigger, Brighter than all "Faust" Mission iehooj assisted in the pulpit in ?fUU Dan ior toiing a gun. l erreii j
mmmtmm
with special music at the Elks' tonight
Broncho Busting the Rage. There also appeared in city police court and
Cooler Weather The maximum tem- - are .several bronchos in town and the
pleaded guilty to carrying a weapon.
SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
perature on Saturday was only 78 de- work of busting them is going merrily He was fined $30 and costs, which he
with
a
on.
as
relative humidity of 37
The animals are listed
grees
'
very paid.
I grow only the best and
vari
Thee were "gentle horses" but they are subject Had Long Walk Stewart V:ui Vliet'
per cent last evening.
are
and
fine now. No such Peas have
eties,
especially
showers in this vicinity both yester- to attacks of nervousness and
they
and Jacob. Safford made a trip to Sp;r-- ;
motor cycles, bicycles it Lake
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
day and on Saturday. In the city itself -when
yesterday and it is ssvid their
their
and
automobiles graze
rain is much needed.
trembling horses strayed away aKiiougn hobbled
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Two Reels of "Faust" and a good legs.
It shows after all that even and Messrs Van Vliet and Safford had
.
Now
is
the
time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
vitagraph "Peace Offering," all for 10 a horse knows there is a vast differ- to make a
Hike whf.n they
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
life and the
ence between country
and 15 cents.
were final!
picked up bv ft party
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
Company E. Attention All men in metropolitan existence.
which went up the canon yesterday
Pathe's Masterpiece, Faust (film
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Company E, First Regiment New MexPhone, Black 204.
,..
on horseback. J;
,
ico National Guard will be required to d'art) with adapted music will be pre-- ; evening
500
women
chil
and
Wanted,
men,
,sented at the Elks' theater tonight and
tomorrow night and it is expected dren to attend the great shoe sales of
Keep
that a large audience will see it. Pflueger. One more week.
92. Phone..., 92
There are two reels and . they are your eye on that advertisement..
Regular Meeting of the W. C" T. U.
splendidly colored and the actors who
will be seen are said to be splendid, will be held at) their rooms on Tueseach in his or her role. As in the day, August 15th at 3t'p. m. . There
will be a short business session folplay, the first scene is in Faust's study
and the last of the departure of Herr lowed by literary program in charge
Faust with his Satanic majesty for a of Mrs. C. O. Harrison and Mrs. Mel-vi!
M
Dunlavyt. Visitors cordially
(")NE of the first requisites of a modern home is an up- warmer climate.
There
Ruts.
and
in
Holes
Bridges
sanitary plumbing equipment i o
pV
TRY ONE FOR
is a good deal of complaint about the
the domestic health and to keep
AT
SPANKS
BRIDE
and
to
roads
need
of
bridges
repairs
YOUR SUNDAY DINNER in and around' Santa Fe; A hole
the home thoroughly clean and
THE WEDDING.
large
(Bv Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
wholesome at all times, plumbin
stumble
and
to
horse
a
for
enough
Quincy, Cal., Aug. 14. Unable to
break his leg is to be seen in the
ing fixtures affording absolute
stop the ceremony, the mother of
bridge crossing an arroyo on the north Sadie
and perfect sanitation are a
who
married
and
Acres,
eloped
side of the residence formerly occu- Edward
did, however, soundlj
Prince,
E.
P.
Mrs.
and
necessity.
prime
Attorney
pied by
92...Phone....92
box the ears of the bridgegroom and
"(Sttmdafld plumbing fixtures
then turned her daughter over her
and our expert mechanics will
knee and spanked her. The girl is
16, but after much pleading all was;
make your bathroom attractive
forgiven and the party journeyed
and inviting.
.,.. ,..
home to partake of a wedding feast
Let us give you an estimate.
M
. . STRAYED OR STOLEN
Two AireFOR SALE BY
dale pups, 8 weeks old. llewarl for
AT THE CLARENDON GARDENS.
their return. A, B. Renehan.
g.
Phone No. 12.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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Farify, Imported and Domestic.

1R0CERIES--Staplean- tf

Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and
Home-DressHens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coffee Cake, Buns, Roils, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES. .
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turnips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes, Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,

MEATS--Por-

k,

ed

Squash, Soup Bunches and

Home-Grow-

Corn.

n

431-25--

1--

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

'

Phone No. 4.

1--

t

Turquoise, Laveliers,

,
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Amethysts, Opals,

d
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Waitham Watches

tome !n and talk watch with us. It will
not obligate
and it
you
e w!I explain what
much.
constitutes
tnr.e-p.ct-

8 eood

Ve

You Owned a Waitham."

will show you th: cxqui-t.tsi- y
thin nodel Wahhams of
tile Colonial
Series and will
name the Waitham movement
Lest suited
to your require- -

S.

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

Just receiveda large lot
of

Goods

Second-han- d

Also

up-to-d-

locomotor-ataxia-

JVe reccmrrcrd Waitham Watches
ticcause we beiicve them to be the
ties;.
Our stock oHets a wide as-

"It's Time

SWEET PEAS

Carpets

ai

Rugs

That will go at a low prices. Call
and get prices.

HOUSE FOR RENT

DAVID LOWITZKI

:
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Oh, You Kids
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Apricots and Crab Apples

A Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

0

0

Grand fatrodactfioo Sale

1

MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS

w

E ANNOUNCE a Grand Introductory Sale made to measure Suits, Coats and Skirts to cele- brate our third season as exclusive representatives of the American Ladies' Tailoring Co.
of Chicago. We must quickly introduce this marvelous
service to the ladies of
this city. It is to our interest to prove in an impressive, positive, certain; way the advantages we
offer in supplyinglyou your fall suit or single garment made to your own measure. "Therefore, we
offer you extraordinary inducements.
made-to-measu- re

WE GUARANTEE YOU
SATISFACTION.
WE
WILL FILL YOUR OR
DERIN 10 DAYS. EVERYTHING NOW READY
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WE HAVE FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION the AMERICAN LADIES' TAILORING CO.'S
GRAND PORTIFOLIO OF FASHION AND FABRICS; We show their complete line of handsome materials 180 of them and we show their rich fashion plates of all the new styles. We are now in readiness to
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been served. Our showing is distinctly a style and smart dress event. It will engage the attention of crit-c- al
women, for it brings to this city advantages in buying suits or single coats and skirts such as have been
available in only Chicago and New York at far. greater , prices. Put off all arrangements for Fall buying
'
r
until you see us.
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"We Invite and Urge Every Woman to Call."

Sao Prancisco St.

